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Abstract
In visible wavelengths, an exoplanet’s signature is essentially reflected light from the host star -
several orders of magnitude fainter. Unfortunately, it is superimposed on the star spectrum and hidden
amidst the stellar noise. This makes its detection a difficult observational challenge. Luckily, the
development of a new generation of instruments like ESPRESSO and next generation telescopes like
the E-ELT will put us in a privileged position to detect these planets’ reflected light as the next generation
observing facilities will make available extremely high signal-to-noise ratio spectra. With this work, we
propose an alternative approach for the direct detection of the reflected light of an exoplanet. We
simulated observations with ESPRESSO@VLT and HIRES@E-ELT of several star+planet systems,
encompassing 10h of the most favorable orbital phases. To the simulated spectra we applied the Cross
Correlation Function to operate in a much higher signal-to-noise ratio domain than when compared to
the spectra. The use of the Cross-Correlation Function permitted the recovery of the simulated the
planet signals at a level above 3 σnoise significance on several prototypical (e.g., Neptune type planet
with a 2 days orbit with the VLT at 4.4 σnoise significance) and real planetary systems (e.g., 55 Cnc
e with the E-ELT at 4.9 σnoise significance). Even by using a more pessimistic approach to the noise
level estimation, where systematics in the spectra increase the noise 2-3 times, the detection of the
reflected light from large close-orbit planets is possible. We have also shown that this kind of study is
currently within reach of current instruments and telescopes (e.g., 51 Peg b with the VLT at 5.2 σnoise
significance), although at the limit of their capabilities.
Keywords
Exoplanets, reflected light, Cross-Correlation Function
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Resumo
Na banda do ótico, a assinatura de um exoplaneta é essencialemente luz reflectida da estrela que
orbita, mas várias ordens de grandeza mais fraca. Uma vez que este sinal se encontra sobreposto ao
espectro da estrela, a sua deteção torna-se um sério desafio observacional. No entanto, o desenvolvi-
mento de uma nova geração de instrumentos como o ESPRESSO e a próxima geração de telescópios
como o E-ELT coloca-nos numa posição privilegiada para a deteção directa da luz reflectida por um ex-
oplaneta. No decorrer deste trabalho simulamos 10h de observações com os intrumentos ESPRESSO
no VLT e HIRES no E-ELT de vários sistemas planetários, incluindo as fases orbitais mais favoráveis.
Aos espectros simulados aplicamos a Função de Correlação Cruzada (CCF na sigla inglesa) que nos
permite operar num domínio muito mais elevado de Sinal/Ruido. A utilização da Função de Correlação
Cruzada permitiu-nos recuperar o sinal dos planeta simulados com uma significância acima de 3σruido
em vários planetas prototipo (por exemplo, um planeta neptuniano com um periodo orbital de dois
dias observada com o VLT foi recuperado com uma significância de 4.4σruido) e reais (por exemplo,
55 Cnc e observado pelo E-ELT com uma significância de 4.9σruido). Mesmo adoptando uma abor-
dagem mais pessimista para o cálculo do ruído, onde sistemáticas duplicam ou triplicam o ruído, a
detecção da luz reflectida de planetas gigantes em órbitas com periodos curtos é possível. Também
mostramos que este tipo de estudo se encontra ao alcance de instrumentos e telescópios actuais (por
exemplo, 51 Peg b observado com o VLT com uma significância de 5.2σruido), embora no limite das
suas capacidades.
Palavras chave
Exoplanetas, luz reflectida, Função de Correlação Cruzada
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Preface
This document is the culmination of the work performed during the last year of my Master thesis.
In it we explore the possibility of using high resolution spectra, combined with the use of the Cross-
Correlation technique, to detect the stellar light reflected on short period planets. To do so, we use
HARPS data to simulate prototypical observation cases and test our methodology.
The results presented here were accepted for publication to the Montly Notices of the Royal As-
tronomy Society (MNRAS), one of the world’s leading primary research journals in Astronomy and
Astrophysics. For this reason, the majority of this document has been adapted with minor changes
from Martins et al. (2013). These changes consist in some concepts that were explained in more detail
(e.g., the albedo discussion in Chapter 4) or the addition of Chapter 2. Therefore, a large degree of
similarity between both documents is expected.
We start this dissertation with the Introduction in Chapter 1, where we make a summary of the current
state of the art in what concerns the detection of reflected light from exoplanets. We continue in Chapter
2, where we briefly present the current planet detection methods. The principle behind our method is
presented in Chapter 3, where we also make a brief introduction to the Cross Correlation Function. Its
implementation to the simulated data is explained in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explains the method
and its application to selected cases and in Chapter 6 we present our results. We discuss the results
and conclude in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 we present the path we intend to follow in terms of future work.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
The discovery of planets around other stars than the Sun can be considered one of the greatest
scientific discoveries of the 20th century. Before the discovery of the first exoplanets, astronomers
expected that other planetary systems should be similar to the Solar System, small rocky planets
closer to the star and gaseous giant planets at the outskirts of the system. The discovery of two
planets orbiting a pulsar (Wolszczan and Frail 1992), or of a giant planet in a close orbit around 51
Peg (Mayor and Queloz 1995) challenged the accepted canon by showing that neither planets were
destroyed after a star’s death nor our Solar System was a typical planetary system. Since these dis-
coveries, the number of exoplanets has increased dramatically. At the time of writing this document
close to one thousand confirmed planets have been detected in more than 700 systems (Schneider
et al. 2011, http://exoplanet.eu/) and more than two thousand candidates from Kepler data await confir-
mation (Batalha et al. 2013). These planets have been found in all flavors, with masses spanning from
under the mass of the Earth to tens of Jupiter masses or orbital periods of a few hours to thousands of
years (Schneider et al. 2011).
Currently the focus of exoplanet astronomers is set on two different, but complementary, lines of
research: i) the detection of new smaller and smaller exoplanets (with particular focus on Earth
twins) and ii) the detailed characterization of planets orbiting other stars. Both lines of research have
proven very successful. In what concerns detection methods, both radial velocity (e.g. with the HARPS
instrument, Mayor et al. 2009) and transit surveys (e.g. with COROT and Kepler satelites, Borucki et al.
2012, Léger et al. 2009) have been finding an increasing number of low mass/radius planets orbiting
21
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solar-type stars, some of which in the so called Habitable Zone (e.g. Pepe et al. 2011, Borucki et al.
2012). On the characterization side, the precision of the transit measurements, in combination with the
finest interior models, has now allowed to determine the bulk composition of the planetary structure
of several planets, some of which seem to be mostly rocky/iron in nature (e.g. Batalha et al. 2011,
Léger et al. 2009). For the most favorable cases, exquisite photometric measurements have further
allowed to detect both the emitted (IR) and reflected (optical) light of exoplanets using occultations or
transmissions spectroscopy (e.g. Alonso et al. 2009, Borucki et al. 2009, Kipping and Spiegel 2011,
Demory et al. 2012).
However, the detection of detailed spectral features in the atmosphere of other planets has remained
one of the most challenging goals. Interestingly, recent campaigns have shown that such measure-
ments are possible with present day instrumentation, even from the ground (e.g. Snellen et al. 2010,
Brogi et al. 2012, Rodler et al. 2012). The detection of spectral features (e.g. spectral lines) from
the planet atmosphere has a huge scientific value, no matter if we are measuring the planetary intrin-
sic emitted light, the atmosphere transmission spectrum, or the stellar reflected light on the planet’s
atmosphere.
In particular, the detection of the reflected light spectrum would allow to determine the orbital veloc-
ity of the planet and thus its mass, like in the case of double-line eclipsing stellar binaries (e.g. Brogi
et al. 2012, Rodler et al. 2012). Generally speaking, the reflected spectrum of a planet can be seen
as the stellar spectrum multiplied by an albedo function. For the sake of simplicity, this function is
often assumed as constant over a given wavelength range, but a more realistic approach is to con-
sider a wavelength dependent albedo function. Such a function can be constructed to represent the
atmospheric properties of the planet and its spectral features and chemical composition (e.g. Collier
Cameron et al. 2002). Therefore, the detection of a planet’s reflected light can provide critical insight
on its atmosphere and composition, which should help improve and constrain the physics of current
atmosphere models. The reflected spectrum from the planet should even allow to retrieve its rotation
rate (Kawahara 2012). Unfortunately, such measurements are difficult and several previous attempts
have been unsuccessful (e.g. Collier Cameron et al. 2002, Rodler et al. 2013).
The problem can be outlined as follows: planets in orbit around a star will reflect a portion of the
light from its host star. From geometrical arguments (planet size and semi-major axis of the orbit),
Jorge Humberto Costa Martins
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Charbonneau et al. (1999) and Collier Cameron et al. (1999) predicted that the flux ratio between a
planet and its host star will be very low, typically inferior to 10−4 even for the largest planets known
at the smallest orbits. Furthermore, Marley et al. (1999) showed that planetary albedos are extremely
dependent on the the atmosphere composition and cloud distribution. The giant planets in the Solar
System have high albedos (over 0.4) because of condensed molecules in their atmospheres. Theo-
retically it is expected that planets with temperatures over 400 K should be cloud free and have low
albedos, with values between 0.05-0.4 (e.g. Cowan and Agol 2011, Rowe et al. 2008). Nonetheless,
in several cases the planet’s flat spectrum seem to indicate the presence of clouds (e.g. Morley et al.
2013), which leads to an increase of the planet’s albedo.
Combining the aforementioned factors with the planet’s orbital phase as it moves around its host star,
the planet becomes virtually undetectable as its signal will have the same order of magnitude as the
noise of spectra with signal-to-noise ratio (hereafter signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)) up to to 104 − 105.
As we will show in Chapter 4, in the case of the Earth, this flux ratio is as low as 10−9. Combining
the above factors with the planet’s orbital phase as it moves around its host star, the planet becomes
virtually undetectable as its signal will have the same order of magnitude as the noise of spectra with
S/N up to to 104 − 105. Such S/N usually corresponds to a flux level beyond detector saturation and
are not available. The advent of new observing facilities, e.g. ESO’s extremely large telescope EELT
or the soon ready ESPRESSO attached to ESO’s VLT will permit to reach the required S/N.
Jorge Humberto Costa Martins

Chapter 2.
Exoplanet detection and characterization
With almost 1000 confirmed exoplanets, the study of exoplanets is one of the fields in Astronomy that
generates most interest, not only from the scientific community but also from the media and public in
general. This grants it a large amount of support from both, which recognize this field’s scientific value
and support the development of several projects (e.g. space missions like Kepler, Plato or ground
based like ESPRESSO, ESO’s E-ELT) with exoplanet science as one of their main drivers.
As referred in Chapter 1, exoplanet researchers are currently following two complementary paths:
• the detection of lower and lower mass planets;
• the detailed characterization of exoplanets.
Nonetheless, despite the large number of detected planets, their detection and characterization is,
even in the best scenarios, difficult. To circumvent the problem, several planet detection methods have
been developed, exploring complementary domains of the orbital parameters.
2.1 DETECTION METHODS
One of the most important results of planet detection surveys is the ubiquity of planets around solar-
type stars (e.g. Mayor et al. 2011). In this Section we will discuss briefly current planet detection
methods; a more extensive discussion can be found in Seager (2011), as well as a complete derivation
of the equations used in this chapter.
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All of the presented methods will be limited in some degree since the effects they detect can be mim-
icked by phenomena other than extra-solar planets (e.g., grazing eclipses of a binary star might mimic
a transit, or stellar spots can induce a radial velocity variation on the star similar to the gravitational pull
of a planet Winn 2011, Queloz et al. 2001). Therefore it is convenient to combine two or more methods
to confirm the detection of exoplanets and characterize them completely.
Radial velocity method
The most successful method up to date is the radial velocity (RV) method. The principle behind this
technique is to measure the tiny variations on a star RV created by Doppler effect and induced by the
presence of a companion.
At any given moment, a star’s RV can be obtained by comparing its spectral lines wavelength with
their rest wavelength. Let’s consider a single spectral line i of a given spectrum, with rest wavelength
λi. As a result of the relativist Doppler effect, when an object is moving with a radial velocity RV ,
spectral line i will have its wavelength shifted to λ′i, as per Equation 2.1
λ′i = λi(1 +
RV
c
) (2.1)
where c the speed of light in vacuum.
If a star has no companions (planetary or otherwise), Equation 2.1 will return the RV of star relatively
to the observer. When a companion is present, the star will oscillate around the system’s center of
mass. This oscillation will produce a periodic variation in its RV (Left panel of Figure 2.1), with the
amplitude of this oscillation being proportional to the companion/star mass ratio.
By plotting this variation over time, a graph similar to the right panel of Figure 2.1 is constructed.
From first principles, the star RV variation can be modeled by the RV equation
RVStar = KStar (cos(ω + f) + e cos(ω)) (2.2)
where KStar, a quantity known as the RV semi-amplitude, given by
KStar =
RVmax −RVmin
2
(2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Left: Diagram depicting the Radial Velocity Method. Star spectra get Doppler shifted towards longer wavelengths if moving
away from the observer (red-shifted), and towards shorter wavelengths when it moves towards the observer (blue-shifted). Right: Phase
folded observations from the first detection of 51 Peg b (Mayor and Queloz 1995).
This quantity can be related to the orbital parameters by
KStar =
(
2pi G
P
)1/3
mPlanet sin(i)
m
2/3
Star
1√
1− e2 (2.4)
However, not all orbital parameters can be recovered as some degeneracy exists between the planet
mass and the orbit inclination, which is why planet masses are often defined by mPlanet sin(i). Nev-
ertheless, it has been shown that mPlanet sin(i) should be quite close to the real planet’s mass, as it
is statistically more likely that planets detected through this method have close to edge-on orbits, i.e.,
sin(i) ≈ 1 (e.g. Jorissen et al. 2001).
From Equation 2.1, this method is particularly sensitive to giant planets in close orbits, as these cause
larger amplitude "wobbles" to the star, but the usage of extremely precise spectrographs (e.g. HARPS)
has been leading towards the detection of smaller and smaller planets. The arrival of next generation
instruments (e.g. ESPRESSO) will permit to detect variation of the order of cm/s, a requirement to
detect Earth like planets.
Astrometry
This method follows the same principle as the RV method, but measuring different quantities. With
the RV method we measure the variation in the star RV and thus the movement of the star along
the observers’s line of sight. However, with astrometry, we carefully monitor the star’s position, i.e.
its movement on the plane of the sky, for dynamical perturbations induced on the star proper motion
Jorge Humberto Costa Martins
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due to the presence of a companion. These perturbations lead to an apparent wobble around the
path followed by the system’s center of mass. The amplitude of this movement is proportional to the
companion/star mass ratio1 and the companions orbital parameters can be extracted by using Kepler’s
Laws. Unfortunately, detecting planets through this method is extremely difficult as it requires very
precise measurements over long periods of time. Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2: Modeled path of a star at 50 pc perturbed by a 15MJup planet on an orbit with
a = 0.6a.u and e = 0.2. The straight dashed line represents the path of the system’s barycenter,
as seen from the Solar system barycenter. The dotted line shows the same path but as seen
from Earth. The straight line shows the perturbation to the movement of the star due to the
presence of the planet, but magnified 30 times for visibility. Credits: Perryman (2000)
When combined with the RV method, this technique becomes particularly powerful as it measures
the star movement in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight. This permits to lift the degeneracy
mentioned in Section 2.1.1 between the planet/star mass ratio and the planet inclination.
Transits
In the case of edge-on orbits, the planet might periodically cross the stellar disk as seen from our
vantage point and block some of the light originating from the star. This will lead to a periodic decrease
in the flux we receive from the star as shown in Figure 2.3. This method is more sensitive to large
planets in short orbits, as the geometric probability of its occurrence will decrease with the distance to
the star and increase with the planet radius.
On its own, one of the main advantages of this method is that is will provide us with the planet/star
1Since we are observing a 2D projection of a 3D orbit, some degree of degeneracy is expected on the detected companion/star mass ratio
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Figure 2.3: Top: Diagram of the orbit of an transiting planet. (A) corresponds to the primary
transit point and (B) to opposition. Bottom: Light curve for Kepler-15 b (Endl et al. 2011) with
each of the orbit points in the top diagram identified. A large depression can be seen that
corresponds to the transit epoch.
radius ratio, as
∆L
L
∼
(
RPlanet
RStar
)2
(2.5)
where L and ∆L are respectively the luminosity and its maximum variation, and RPlanet and RStar the
radii of both the planet and the star. Combined with RV observations, it becomes particularly powerful
as together both methods will be able to fully characterize the planet since the degeneracy between
the companion/star mass ratio and the orbital inclination mentioned in Section 2.1.1 is withdrawn as
transits fitting allow on to recover the inclination of the planet.
Although this method has yielded the greatest amount of exoplanet candidates (e.g., with the Kepler
of COROT missions), most of them still need to be confirmed.
Direct Imaging
As the name suggests, this method consists in the direct observation of the planet (e.g. Marois et al.
2010, depicted in Figure 2.4).
Currently, the main limitation of this method is that we are only able to detect large mass planets
(for example, the least massive planet detected by this methods, Fomalhaut b, has a mass of about
MJup) relatively far from the host star. This is mainly due to the combined effect of the small planet/star
Jorge Humberto Costa Martins
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Figure 2.4: Image of the HR 8799 system (http://exoplanet.eu/catalog/hr_8799_b/)
with the Keck II telescope. Four planets can be easily seen after removal of the star by means
of the ADI method (Marois et al. 2010).
luminosity contrast and the small angular separation between both objects. Therefore, at the moment
of writing, less than 40 planets have been observed with this method, all of them extremely young giant
planets. This type of planet is a highly favorable candidate for this method as a) they have formed very
recently and thus are still cooling down; b) they have a large surface area.
Direct imaging an exoplanet is of great scientific interest as it allows to reconstruct a planet’s emission
spectrum by imaging the planet in different bands (e.g. Kuzuhara et al. 2013) Therefore, it becomes
another powerful tool to characterize exoplanet atmospheres.
Micro-lensing
When a star passes in front of another, it will generate a gravitational micro-lensing effect, magnifying
the light we receive from the background star. If the foreground star has any planets, they will induce
caustics on the observed signal, that appears as peaks in the light curve (Figure 2.5).
One of the major limitations of the micro-lensing effect of a star by planet is the quite low (Gaudi 2011,
of the order of 10−6 and smaller,), explaining why little over 20 planets have been discovered through
this method (according to the exoplanet.eu database, Schneider et al. 2011). Yet, a big advantage
of this method is that it yields a low number of possible false positives and the energy committed to
confirm these planets via other methods is minimal.
This method is particularly useful as it probes a planet parameter space inaccessible to current RV
and transit surveys. Both these methods are particularly sensitive to large planets with short period
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Figure 2.5: Fitted light curve of micro-lensing event OGLE2005-BLG-390. The magnification
of the micro-lensing effect caused by the planet can be seen on the Top Left panel. Credits:
Beaulieu et al. (2006)
orbits; the micro-lensing technique is sensitive to low mass planets behind the so called “snow-line”,
i.e., the point in the proto-planetary disk where ice can form. This is of great interest as combined with
other methods it gives a picture of planet demographics in our galaxy (e.g. Gould et al. 2010). The
understanding of planet demographics plays a vital role in planet formation models, being necessary
to constrain current models.
2.2 CHARACTERIZATION
The detailed characterization of exoplanets is even in the most favorable scenarios a formidable
task. It relies on developing extremely detailed models constrained by highly precise observations and
data analysis methods. Regardless of the difficulties, current planet models are in constant evolution,
getting increasingly accurate as the previously discussed methods of detections provide increasingly
precise data.
Planet formation
The detection and characterization of exoplanets has a particularly scientific relevance in what re-
gards planetary formation models. Before the discovery of the first exoplanets, researchers thought
that our Solar system would be representative of all planetary systems around other stars. After all,
there was no apparent reason for it to be special. This concept was challenged with the discovery of the
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first exoplanets, for example 51 Peg b - a Jupiter mass planet with a very short orbital period (≈ 4 days)
- whereas all giant planet in the Solar system have orbital periods of years. Although 51 Peg b could
be an exception - after all it was discovered by using the RV method, a technique particularly sensitive
to massive planets in short orbits and at the dawn of exoplanet science planet detectability was biased
towards the detection of large mass planets - the discovery of more and more exoplanets not fitting the
accepted “standard” destroyed the accepted canon. Therefore, existing models of planetary formation
had to be reformulated to account for these new discoveries.
It is intuitive to think that the vast majority of the chemical elements that compose a planet (both
the interior and its atmosphere) will likely originate from the proto-planetary cloud where the planet
was formed, which has been confirmed by several authors (e.g. Santos et al. 2001). Therefore, the
precise determination of stellar abundances has a huge relevance towards the characterization of
exoplanets - and consequently the refinement of formation models - as they will be an indication of
the proto-planetary cloud composition. One of the major discoveries in this line of research is the
correlation between stellar metallicity and the presence of giant planets: stars hosting the giant planets
are systematically more metallic than a normal sample of stars (e.g. Bond et al. 2008, Sousa et al.
2011). This favored core accretion over disk-instability mechanisms as the main responsible for the
formation of giant planets (e.g. Mordasini et al. 2009). Simply put, the core accretion model assumes
that planets from by the coalescence of debris from the proto-planetary disk which grow into small
rocky cores or planetesimals. Once these planetesimals are massive enough, they start accreting a
gas envelope and form giant planets. Curiously, this correlation was found not to hold for low-mass
rocky planets (e.g. Sousa et al. 2011), which are now believed to be abundant and outnumber the
higher-mass population characterized up to now Mayor et al. (2011), a result still compatible with the
core accretion model.
Planet interiors
The modeling of exoplanet interiors is an extremely difficult task. In the large majority of cases, planet
detection methods will return the planet’s mass and radius. From these, we can infer the planet’s aver-
age density but the amount of combinations of chemical elements and molecules is huge, leading to a
large amount of possible configurations. Nonetheless, we can summarize the interior’s components in
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three different generic categories - rock, ice and gas - all of them with different densities. This permits
to establish some kind of ad-hoc catalog for exoplanets: small rocky planets (“Earth like” and Super-
Earths), ice giants (“Neptune like”) and gas giants (“Jupiter like”). Breaking the interior components in
such a fashion somewhat constrain the planet’s interior, and, in the case of cold planets, lead to the
development of mass-radius relations (e.g. Seager et al. 2007).
Figure 2.6: Mass-radius relationships for cold planets. The solid lines correspond to the mass-
radius relations for homogeneous planets, the dashed and dotted lines correspond to planets
with mixed composition, as described in the figure’s legend. Solar system planets are shown
and denoted by their initial. Credits: Seager et al. (2007)
For giant planets in close orbit, i.e. “Hot Jupiters”, a degeneracy exists between the mass and the
radius and no mass-radius relation could be found. This is due to the variation in irradiation that exists
as a factor of the planet-star distance (e.g. Miller et al. 2009). Multiple examples of this problem can
be found on the exoplanet.eu catalog (Schneider et al. 2011). To break this degeneracy, since they
are mostly composed of gas, we can - in a case by case basis - combine the data we have with the
characterization of the planet’s atmosphere.
Planet atmosphere
The atmosphere of a planet can be seen from two different angles: the atmosphere’s composition
and its dynamics.
Regarding atmospheric composition, several chemical elements have already been detected in the
spectra of observed exoplanets. The detection of sodium absorption in the transmission spectrum of
HD209458 b (Charbonneau et al. 2002) paved the way towards the detection of spectral features in ex-
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oplanet atmospheres. As better data was made available with time, other elements or even molecules
were detected (e.g. Tinetti et al. 2007, Swain et al. 2008). The first successful attempts to detect spec-
tral features were the result of space observation programs (e.g. with Spitzer or the HST), as ground
based observations were repeatedly unsuccessful. Yet, recently, ground campaigns started to prove
their value by being able to detect chemical elements other than sodium (e.g. Snellen et al. 2010).
More recently, researchers have been able to collect measurements of the albedo in an effort to con-
strain current atmosphere models. An interesting result are the observations of HD 189733b where
researchers were able to infer the planet’s color from albedo measurements (Evans et al. 2013).
On the atmospheric dynamics side, preliminary simulations of the atmospheric circulation of HD
209458b (Showman and Guillot 2002) predicted high speed winds in highly irradiated exoplanets.
These results appear to have been confirmed by several authors using Doppler shifts in the spec-
tral lines of some chemical elements (e.g. Miller-Ricci Kempton and Rauscher 2012) although alternate
method was proposed to explain these shifts by considering a non-circular orbit with a periastron ar-
gument misaligned with the line of sight (Montalto et al. 2011). Nevertheless, it is accepted by the
scientific community that giant planets in close orbits should have strong winds.
In an ideal case, to fully characterize the planet’s atmospheric spectrum, we should rely on direct ob-
servations, which in most cases is not possible. Thus, astronomers have developed several alternate
indirect techniques: i) transmission spectroscopy; ii) occultation spectrophotometry; iii) phase varia-
tions. Transmission spectroscopy relies on the observation of the host star spectrum as it is filtered by a
planet’s atmosphere during a transit (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2002). With occultation spectrophotome-
try, we measure the planet’s day-side thermal emission profile through measurements of the occultation
depth in different wavelengths (e.g. Gillon et al. 2011). Phase variations relies on the detection of the
infrared flux variation along the planet’s orbit (e.g. Knutson et al. 2009).
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The Principle
As discussed in Chapter 1, an exoplanet reflected signal will be minimal and hidden amidst the
stellar spectral noise. To be able to detect it, we require extremely high S/N spectra, either from next
generation observing facilities, or by artificially enhancing the signal. In this Chapter, we make a brief
description of the facilities for which we performed our simulations, followed by a explanation of the
principle behind our detection technique.
3.1 NEXT GENERATION OBSERVING FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTS
The detection of the reflected light from an exoplanet requires the use of next generation observing
facilities (e.g. E-ELT) and instruments (e.g. ESPRESSO). For our study, we simulated spectra as
obtained with ESPRESSO@VLT and with HIRES@E-ELT.
ESPRESSO@VLT
Composed of four 8.2 m primary telescopes and four more 1.8 m mobile telescopes, ESO’s VLT is
currently the flagship of ESO’s observatories. One of its most important characteristics is to be able to
combine the light of all telescopes into the Combined Coudé Laboratory. In this mode, the collecting
power of the VLT is augmented four times, permitting even more detailed observations. More details on
the VLT and its available instruments can be found on ESO’s website (http://www.eso.org/public/
teles-instr/vlt/).
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ESPRESSO (Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanet and Stable Spectroscopic Observations)
is one of the next generation instruments to be added to the ESO´s arsenal. This instrument will be
mounted in the VLT Combined-Coudé Laboratory and it will thus receive the light from up to the 4 units
of the VLT.
The main science objectives of ESPRESSO are:
• the measurement of high precision radial velocities of solar type stars for search for rocky planets;
• the measurement of the variation of the physical constants.
To fulfill these requirements, ESPRESSO will need to be an efficient, high-resolution, extremely stable
and precise spectrograph.
A complete description of the instrument can be found on Pepe et al. (2010). For documentation on
the spectrograph please visit http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/develop/instruments/espresso.
html.
Figure 3.1: Optical Layout of the ESPRESSO Spectrograph. Credits for image: The
ESPRESSO Consortium: CAUP, LOLS-CAAUL, SIM/IDL, INAF OATS, INAF Brera, OGE, SRPS,
IAC, ESO.
HIRES@E-ELT
With a mirror 39 m wide, once it has been built ESO’s E-ELT will the largest of next generation
extremely large telescopes. Its mirror will not be monolithic but segmented, with almost eight hundred
1.4 m segments, but only 50 cm thick. This segments will allow to use a technique called adaptive
optics, in which the segments are deformed to compensate for atmospheric turbulence and improved
visibility.
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Although no candidate has been selected yet, ESO´s roadmap (http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/
eelt/instrumentation/index.html) anticipates a high-resolution spectrograph to be attached ESO´s
E-ELT. Some current key requirements for HIRES are a high angular resolution (for science cases such
as those on the structure of protoplanetary discs or on the initial mass function in galaxies), a resolving
power R > 100000, high throughput and stability (to allow for radial velocity measurements in the cm/s
regime, a requirement for the detection of small mass planets). Refinements to the scientific require-
ments will be evaluated as new instruments are deployed on existing telescopes (e.g. ESPRESSO).
More information on HIRES can be found on the Instrumentation Chapter of the E-ELT construction
proposal (http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/eelt/docs/E-ELT-Construction-Proposal-INS-
Chapter.pdf)
Figure 3.2: ESO´s E-ELT annotated diagram. Credits for image: ESO
3.2 THE CROSS CORRELATION FUNCTION
The Cross-Correlation Function (CCF) is particularly powerful for the detection of exoplanets as it
allows to calculate the radial velocity of an object with great precision. Let’s consider a reduced HARPS
echelles spectrum, where along each order (y-axis) the x-axis will correspondent to the wavelength.
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For an object to have its spectrum shifted relatively to a reference spectrum, it means that it is moving
along the observer’s line of sight, with the shift being a dependent of the radial velocity of the object
through equation 2.1 as previously defined in Section 2.1.1.
The cross correlation between the object’s and a reference spectrum (the template or mask) will
return the degree of similarity between the spectrum and the template. If we calculate the cross corre-
lation between the object’s spectrum and the template, but varying the RV of the latest over a chosen
range, we can construct a one-dimensional function whose x-axis is the radial velocity range and the
y-axis is the degree of similarity. The velocity that corresponds to the object’s radial velocity will be the
one with the highest degree of similarity between both spectra, which corresponds to the minimum of
the CCF spectrum. Figure 3.3 shows the CCF construction.
Figure 3.3: Construction of the CCF. As the binary mask is shifted over the spectrum, the CCF
the degree of similarity between the mask and the spectrum. It can be seen that the minimum
of the CCF (corresponding to the largest degree of similarity) corresponds to the radial velocity
where the mask “holes” are perfectly aligned with the spectral lines they correspond to.
Mathematically speaking, the Cross Correlation Function implementation we use can be found in
Baranne et al. (1996). For a given velocity v, the CCF is defined by
C(v) =
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v) fx,o (3.1)
where o is the order of the echelles spectrum, l the spectral line, x the pixel number. The fraction of
line l that falls on pixel (x, o) is given by pl,x,o and fx,o is the flux for the same pixel.
Simply put, this technique corresponds to stacking a large amount of spectral lines from a spectrum
and the resulting CCF single spectral line (also named CCF in a common abuse of notation) can be
seen as an average spectral line of the original spectrum. Assuming that all lines have equal weight or
that the weight is taken into account optimally (see Pepe et al. 2002), the resulting S/N for a given CCF
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Figure 3.4: Last order of one of the HARPS CCFs in our sample. It can be seen that the radial
velocity of the star is around -27 km/s. In these spectra, the last order corresponds to the sum
of all the other orders.
is given simply by
S/NCCF =
√
nS/Nspectrum (3.2)
where n is the number of spectral lines in the mask used for the CCF. Typically, the binary mask applied
to high resolution spectra of a solar-type star has thousands of absorption lines, and thus the S/N on
the CCF is much higher than that of the original spectrum. For illustration, using for correlation a stellar
mask with 3600 spectral lines, the S/N of the CCF will be 60 times larger than on the spectra.
This method is normally used to compute accurately the Radial Velocity of stars, but can be applied
to the spectrum of any moving object, in our case, an orbiting planet. These results shows the big
advantage of using the CCF over using the observed spectra directly and makes the Cross-Correlation
Function a particularly powerful tool for the detection of exoplanets. Despite this, the planet’s signal will
still be extremely low compared to the one from the star, typically with an amplitude of the order of the
spectrum noise.
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3.3 RELEVANT CCF PROPERTIES
Strictly speaking, the CCFs are not spectra, but by construction they have the same properties and
are subject to the same rules. As with their spectral counterparts, the CCFs random noise has a
random distribution that can be described by a Poisson distribution (Details on Poisson Statistics can
be found in Appendix B) The co-addition of CCFs will also increase the S/N of the signal by a factor
proportional to the square root of the number of spectra we use. Therefore, to amplify the planet’s
signal, we co-added its CCFs from multiple observations in selected points of the planet’s orbit.
Furthermore, in order to simulate observations of a planet orbiting a star, it is mathematically the
same to co-add the spectra of a star and a planet and compute the CCF of the sum or to co-add their
CCFs. Using the CCF definition from Equation 3.1, we can define Cplanet(v) and Cstar(v) as the CCFs
for the planet and the star1:
Cplanet(v) =
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v)fx,o,planet
Cstar(v) =
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v)fx,o,star
(3.3)
their sum will be:
Csum(v) =
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v)fx,o,planet +
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v)fx,o,star
=
∑
l
∑
x,o
pl,x,o(v) (fx,o,planet + fx,o,star)
(3.4)
which is the CCF of the sum of both the star and planet original spectra.
1pl,x,o(v) only depends on the selected line (l), pixel in spectrum (x, o) and velocity (v), thus will be the same for both the planet and star CCFs
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Simulating the observations
In our simulations we used publicly available ESO archival spectra of the bright K-dwarf αCenB.
This star is the second brightest star in the closest stellar system. This data was obtained as part of a
planet search program (ESO program IDs 60.A-9036(A), 084.C-0229(A) and 085.C-0318(A)) and was
chosen due to availability of high S/N data. In particular, the spectra that were used are part of a long
series of measurements performed on two different nights. This type of observing strategy is similar to
the one that would be used in a search for the reflected light spectrum. In total, we compiled 91 HARPS
spectra, whose wavelengths range from 3779.56Å to 6912.9Å, obtained on the nights 2010-03-25 and
2010-05-25. The spectra were reduced using the HARPS pipeline, and have S/N that goes from 241 to
506 as measured on the 50th order. Although high S/N data for this star are also available from other
instruments, we decided to adopt HARPS data due to the high stability of this instrument. A detailed
description of the spectrograph characteristics can be found on Mayor et al. (2003).
4.1 THE SIMULATED DATA
To generate data with the required high S/N, we selected a random set of spectra from our sample
and co-added them until the desired high S/N was attained. Each of the selected spectra had been
corrected from the Barycentric Earth Radial Velocity variation which can be quite significant (from
around -30km/s to 30km/s in extreme cases). Since we intended to simulate the variability of the star,
different sets of spectra were chosen for each observation, ensuring that for each observation the star
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would be represented by a different spectrum with a different S/N. The planet spectrum was created
similarly by combining all spectra from the night 2010-03-25 (38 spectra) in order to increase the S/N.
As the planet/star flux ratio is extremely low (as discussed in Chapter 1, inferior to 10−4), the planet’s
spectrum noise will be negligible compared to the stellar noise. Consequently, we decided to use the
same high S/N spectrum to represent the planet on all simulated observations instead of one spectrum
per observation as done for the star.
Each of the star + planet observations is constructed by co-adding their signals, shifted by their corre-
sponding radial velocities. As previously discussed (Section 3.3), due to the Cross Correlation Function
linearity, it is mathematically equivalent to simulate the star + planet’s observations by summing both
their CCFs or co-adding their original spectra and then compute the CCF of the sum.
The CCF sampling step is only limited by the step used in its construction (which we control), whereas
the spectral numerical resolution (often referred to as sampling) of the original spectrum is limited by the
pixel density of the spectrograph (fixed). This is particularly important when we apply a specific radial
velocity shift to the signal. In those cases, an interpolation between consecutive pixels is required
and the higher the sampling is, the more precise is the operation. By carefully selecting the step in
the creation of the CCF, we can minimize the errors when applying a given radial velocity shift to an
observation. Therefore, we decided to create our observations of the star+planet by summing their
CCFs instead of their spectra. Please note that increasing the CCF sampling step also increases its
computing time. However, for the different steps considered here, the computation time remains inferior
to 12 hours for each simulation.
Orbit Mechanics
For simplicity and with no loss of generality, in our simulations we assumed a circular orbit for the
planet. Although an elliptical orbit could have been used, the ubiquity of short period circularized
planets led us to assume e = 0 for the sake of simplicity. This orbit is modeled by Equations 4.1 to 4.6
(see Langford et al. 2011, Charbonneau et al. 1999).
Defining t0 as the transit epoch, i.e. the time of maximum proximity of the planet, for a given time t,
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the orbital phase φ of the planet is given by
φ =
t− t0
Porb
(4.1)
where Porb is the orbital period of the planet. In this case, for each point of the orbit with orbital phase
φ, the RV of the planet relatively to the barycenter of the system is given by
RVplanet,barycenter(φ) = Kplanetsin(2piφ) (4.2)
where Kplanet, the planet’s orbit semi amplitude Kplanet is given by
Kplanet =
2pia
Porb
sin(I)
1 + q
(4.3)
where q = MPlanet/MStar is planet/star mass ratio, I is the inclination of the orbit relative to us and a
the semi-major axis of the planet’s orbit. Similarly, the radial velocity motion induced on the star by the
planet will be given by
RVstar,barycenter(φ) = −Kstarsin(2piφ) (4.4)
where
Kstar = qKplanet (4.5)
Moving to a referential centered on the star (RVstar = 0), the planet will have a radial velocity
RVplanet(φ) given by
RVplanet(φ) = RVplanet,barycenter(φ) +RVstar,barycenter(φ) (4.6)
Thus, to simulate our observations, for each simulated point of the orbit (at time t), the planet’s
CCF was added to the star CCF, shifted by its corresponding radial velocity (RVplanet) and multiplied
by a factor corresponding to its reflected flux relatively to the star. This factor has 3 independent
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components: the planet’s albedo, the planet’s effective cross-section and the planet’s orbital phase.
Albedo
By definition, the albedo is a measure of the fraction of incident light that a planet reflects and will
take values between 0 (no reflection) and 1 (full reflection). In the most realistic scenarios, the albedo is
a wavelength dependent albedo function p(λ) (Equation 4.7), representative of the fraction of incident
light that a planet reflects for a given wavelength λ.
p(λ) =
Freflected(λ)
Fincident(λ)
(4.7)
A full characterization of wavelength dependent albedo functions requires a full understanding of the
planetary atmospheres and their spectral features (e.g. Collier Cameron et al. 2002). For simplification
purposes, simpler atmospheric models were created with wavelength independent albedo definitions,
i.e. the albedo is assumed as constant over a given wavelength range. Mathematically, the albedo can
be interpreted as a multiplicative factor to be applied to the incident flux function. We will now discuss
the most common definitions.
GEOMETRIC ALBEDO For simplicity and with no loss of generality, we used in our simulations
the Geometric Albedo as defined in Marley et al. (1999). The Geometric Albedo p is defined as the
reflectivity of a planet measured at opposition, as given by
p =
Freflected
Fincident
(4.8)
which is wavelength independent. Freflected and Fincident are respectively the reflected and incident
fluxes. An equivalent definition is to assume that the geometric albedo is the albedo of an isotropic
reflective disk as seen from the emitting source.
BOND ALBEDO The Bond Albedo1 p, as described in (Marley et al. 1999), is defined as the ratio of
reflected flux by the incident flux, integrated over all wavelengths:
p =
∫∞
λ=0
F (λ)reflected∫∞
λ=0
F (λ)incident
(4.9)
1Bond Albedo is also known as Bolometric Albedo or Spherical Albedo
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Planet Mercury Venus Earth Moon Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune
Geometric Albedo 0.138 0.84 0.367 0.113 0.15 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.41
Bond Albedo 0.12 0.75 0.29 0.12 0.16 0.34 0.34 0.29 0.31
Table 4.1: Geometric albedo for some Solar System planetary bodies (from Marley et al. 1999)
which is also wavelength independent as the Geometric Albedo.
These two albedo definitions will return different albedo values as there is one intrinsic difference
between both. To compute the Geometric albedo we consider the amount of reflected light as received
by an observer located in the source-planet line-of-sight. The Bond albedo considers the total reflected
flux, integrated over all orbital phases, regardless of the observer’s position.
For demonstration purposes, Table 4.1 shows the geometric and bond albedos for some of the
planetary bodies in our solar system
As you can see, the giant planets in the Solar System have albedos (around 0.5) much higher
than those found in exoplanets (see Chapter 1). This is the result of the lower temperature in their
atmospheres, in which condensed molecules form clouds. In the case of the planets found outside our
Solar System, most are inflated gas giants with low period orbits, with typical temperatures well over
400 K. Hence their atmospheres should be either cloud free or with cloud lower in their atmospheres,
which leads to much lower albedos, between 0.05− 0.4 (Cowan and Agol 2011).
Effective Cross Section
Two geometric factors will affect a planet’s incident flux: the planet size and its distance to the host
star. This is intuitive: i) the closest a planet is to its host star, the greater the incident flux; ii) the
smaller the planet is, the less flux it will receive. Since we are considering circular orbits, the planet-
star distance will be constant and equal to the semi-major axis of the orbit a. Thus, the reflected flux
FGeom will be constant along the orbit and given by
FGeom =
[
Rplanet(λ)
a
]2
(4.10)
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A complete derivation of this factor can be found in (e.g. Collier Cameron et al. 2002).
Orbital Phase
Only the planet’s hemisphere facing its host star will reflect light. Due to the planet orbital motion
and our fixed vantage point, we are not always able to see the whole illuminated hemisphere, but a
fraction of it, limiting the reflected flux we receive from the planet. Thus the planet’s reflected flux will
be dependent on the phase angle α, the angle between the observers line of sight for the transit epoch
and at the time of observation. Its contribution towards the reflected flux ration is modeled by the phase
function g(α) defined by
g(α) =
[sin(α) + (pi − α) cos(α)]
pi
(4.11)
The phase function is a Lambert phase function, i.e. assumed for a Lambert Law sphere (Langford
et al. 2011). Lambert’s Law assumes isotropic scattering the reflecting surface independently of the
angle of the incident light, which means that the flux an observer will receive from this surface will be
directly proportional to the cosine of the angle bettween our line of sight and the surface normal.
Figure 4.1 shows the relation between the phase angle α and the orbital phase φ, given mathemati-
cally by
cos(α) = sin(I) cos(2piφ) (4.12)
Planet/Star Flux Ratio
Combining the 3 factors discussed before, we can model the planet/Star flux ratio variation trough:
Fplanet(α)
Fstar
= pg(α)
[
Rplanet
a
]2
(4.13)
This will return the multiplicative factor to be aplied to each of the planet’s CCFs for each position in
the orbit to simulate the star+planet observations. In Figure 4.2, we can see the variation of this flux
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Figure 4.1: Fraction of a planet reflected light as a function of the orbital phase φ for an incli-
nation of pi/2. The flux ratio has been normalized by the maximum possible flux for the orbital
configuration (orbit edge-on and opposition).
ratio long one orbit for a Jupiter mass planet with a 2 day orbital period.
For illustration, if we consider a Jupiter size planet with a 2 day orbit and a geometric albedo of 0.3,
the maximum flux ratio is given by
Fplanet
Fstar
= 0.3× 1×
[
69 911 km
4 637 534 km
]2
≈ 6.8× 10−5 (4.14)
In the case of the Earth, assuming a geometric albedo of 0.29 (de Pater and Lissauer 2010, chap. 3)
this ratio is given by
Fplanet
Fstar
= 0.29× 1×
[
6 371 km
149 597 871 km
]2
≈ 5.3× 10−10 (4.15)
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Figure 4.2: Simulated orbit for a Jupiter mass planet around a one solar mass star (Porb = 2
days), centered around the stellar radial velocity. The x-axis shows the variation in flux for each
system CCF (darker means higher flux) across a radial velocity range and the y-axis corresponds
to Julian Date of the simulated observation (the time of the transit was set to JD = 0 for
simplicity). The planet’s orbital movement around the star (the star portion of the CCFs have
been excluded from the analysis according to the text and appears as a vertical white strip)
can be easily seen on the plot when on opposition (dark path in the middle), but we are unable
detect it when it is facing us. NOTE: this image does not show the raw generated CCFs, but
after normalization by the star template.
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Chapter 5.
Detecting the reflected light
Our method to detect the reflected light of an exoplanet is an modification of the RV method as
defined in Section 2.1.1. In the usual RV method, we look for the star RV variation, whereas in the
method we propose, we search for the planet RV to detect the planet’s reflected light. Figure 5.1 shows
a simplification of the detection process.
Simulated
Planet +
Star CCFs
CCFs
Template
Template
∑
CCFs
Normalized
CCFs
stack the
CCFs
Planet
Signal
Correct Planet RV
Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the metod to detect the reflected light from the planet.
The first step in our process was to correct each CCF for the star’s radial velocity, setting each CCF
RV to 0km/s. This has been done for all CCFs, we can proceed with the removal of the stellar signature,
a procedure highly dependent on the construction of an accurate template for the star. This template
needs to represent the most exactly the star CCF, as it will be used to remove the stellar signal from
our observations.
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Constructing a template for the star
Instead of using a model, we decided to create a template CCF from our observations; the use of a
fully artificial template would make the detection capability extremely dependent on the accuracy of the
model and thus much harder to evaluate. To create the template we co-added all the simulated CCFs.
The CCFs include both the star and planet reflected spectra along the different orbital phases, which
is a situation similar to real observations: these will have some contribution from the planet’s reflected
light amidst the stellar noise. Constructing the template in this manner, not only increases the S/N of
the template, but also dilutes the planet contribution along a radial velocity range, which allows for the
construction of an accurate stellar template. Before constructing the template, each CCF was normal-
ized by dividing by a second degree polynomial fit to remove small variations in its continuum. While
at first sight there might be no reason to consider that the continuum slope might vary (even if slightly)
there are several effects that can contribute to this. The first is the fact that atmospheric absorption is
a wavelength-dependent phenomenon, and even if corrected a small residual might remain. The same
is true for the instrument transmission as a function of wavelength. These chromatic effects have an
important consequence: as our planet travels in its orbit, our Earth’s radial velocity will be imprinted in
the recorded spectra, shifting them in wavelength. The interplay between the shift in wavelength and
the variable transmission as a function of wavelength will lead to a continuum slope variation which has
to be corrected before we co-add spectra obtained at different times, which will be done later.
As discussed before, the stellar signal is several orders of magnitude larger than the planetary one,
and as a consequence it must be removed first. Two different methods can be used for its removal: i)
subtract the star template CCF from the CCFs and ii) normalize each CCF by the star template CCF.
The subtraction of the template requires that both the template and the CCF are normalized to the
same flux, or the difference in flux will introduce a residual that adds to the noise, masking the planet’s
signal. On the other hand, normalization by the template permits to effectively remove the shape of
the star signal, regardless of the relative fluxes of both the template and CCF. These relative fluxes will
only translate into a multiplicative factor applied to the noise and planet CCF and do not affect their
relative intensities. For this reason we opted to normalize the CCFs by the template to remove the
stellar contribution.
Note that the S/N of the template is much higher than the S/N from the observations CCFs - for
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instance, by combining 100 CCFs we will boost the template S/N tenfold - and thus will not reduce the
SNR of our observations significantly as we divide by it.
The removal of stellar signal is bound to be imperfect due to slight mismatches between observed
and template CCFs; our normalization is not an exception and will always leave residuals. These resid-
uals are, in first approximation, proportional to the signal, and will be particularly intrusive in a radial
velocity range close to the radial velocity of the star. For this reason, detections around opposition are
likely to become unreliable. This is supported by the results of Brogi et al. (2013), where observations
around opposition lead to a non-detection in one of the three nights, while the planet was confidently
detected on the other two.
To circumvent this problem, and limit contamination by the star signal, observations close to op-
position, where planetary and stellar signals are spectroscopically blended or close, are discarded.
Although this will eliminate the most favorable cases in what concerns flux, it allows for a clear sep-
aration between the star and planet’s CCF in radial velocity. By considering that each CCF has an
approximate width of 4FWHMStar 1, we can then safely assume that both CCFs are separated by
4FWHMStar so they do not contaminate each other. Adding to that 3FWHMStar on each side of
the planet CCF to have enough of a continnuum for comparison with the planet signal, we discarded
the CCFs where the planet and the star have radial velocities inferior to 7FWHMstar, which is very
conservative.
After normalization, we correct each CCF for the planet’s radial velocity. Given the time of each
observation and the orbital parameters of the planet’s orbit, Equation 4.2 will deliver the radial velocity
of each CCF.
Finally, we co-add the resulting normalized CCFs, which increases the detectability of the planet
signal by a factor proportional to the square root of the number of CCFs. For the sake of simplicity, we
name the co-added spectra CCFstack.
To determine the significance of the detection, a Gaussian curve, defined by equation 5.1, is fitted to
CCFstack:
y = B + A · e−2 ln 2(x−meanFWHM )
2
(5.1)
1Since no rotation profile has been introduced on the planet signal, we can assume the width of both planetary and stellar CCFs to be the same.
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Figure 5.2: Top Panel: Same case as Fig. 4.2, after correction of the planet’s radial velocity and
removal of the discarded sections and spectra. The white areas correspond to the discarded
spectra. Bottom Panel: Integration of the planet’s signal over selected CCFs from Fig. 4.2. This
stacking is done by collapsing the CCFs sections in the top panel along the y axis.
where A (Amplitude), FWHM , B (ordinate for the continuum) and mean are the free parameters
of the Gaussian fit. The significance of the detection is then given by the ratio of the amplitude of the
Gaussian fit by the noise. The noise in turn is given by the residuals around the continuum fit.
Several constrains were set to eliminate spurious Gaussian fits with no physical meaning. First of
all, the amplitude is constrained by assuming that its value is strictly negative (a positive value for the
amplitude would imply a negative albedo).
The FWHM is the parameter that requires more careful considerations. Since we consider that
the light from the planet is reflected light from the star, its CCF should replicate the one from the star,
corrected to account for physical mechanisms that might widen the spectral lines. In our simulations, no
deformation (e.g., planetary rotation) was applied to the star’s CCF to create the planet’s CCF, hence
both CCFs have the same FWHM . However, since our CCFs are affected by noise, the planet’s CCF
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will not have the same FWHM as the star’s. A lower limit of 0.75FWHMStar to the planet’s FWHM
is imposed assuming that no physical process can reduce the CCF width, but taking into account a
25% margin for flexibility of the minimizing algorithm. A higher limit is set dynamically in our simulations
assuming a rotational broadening of the CCF due to the planet being in tidal lock with its host star (e.g.
Lubow et al. 1997) as a result of its close proximity to the star, and consequently low orbital period. The
broadening of the CCF can be estimated from vrot sin i = A
√
FWHM2rot − FWHM20/2.35 where
vrot is the rotational velocity, i the rotation axis inclination, A the coupling constant, FWHM0 and
FWHMrot are the natural and after rotation widths of the CCF (see Gray 2008, Chapter 18). As an
example, assuming a value of 1.9 for the coupling constant (Santos et al. 2002), that FWHM0 =
FWHMStar ≈ 6.6 (average value for the CCFs FWHM) and an edge-on orbit, in the case of a 10 hour
orbit Jupiter sized planet we will have FWHMrot ≈ 1.08FWHM0. To this broadening a 25 % margin
is added for flexibility of the minimizing algorithm.
Both the mean and the B parameters were left unconstrained.
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Chapter 6.
Results
6.1 CASES OF STUDY
Applying the methodology to the data described in Chapter 5, we simulate the detection of different
planets. Our cases of study are intended to mimic data as obtained with two instruments: the future
ESPRESSO spectrograph for the VLT , and a high resolution spectrograph (such as the proposed
HIRES) for the E-ELT. To calculate the S/N for both spectrographs, we used UVES (Ultraviolet and
Visual Echelle Spectrograph, Dekker et al. 2000) Exposure Time Calculator1 to compute the S/N for the
required exposure time and extrapolated for the E-ELT by multiplying by a factor of 4.8 (the ratio of E-
ELT mirror and one of VLT’s mirrors areas). The resulting data was then used to simulate the detection
of both theoretical and real planetary systems selected from the encyclopedia catalog Exoplanet.eu
(Schneider et al. 2011).
Our cases of study consist in planets representative of two different planet populations found around
other starts: Jupiter and Neptune planets in close orbits (see table 6.1). Furthermore, we selected
some real examples from the exoplanets.eu database. As we require a high S/N, we selected 51 Peg
b and 55 Cnc e, as both orbit bright stars. They are also both good representatives of hot Jupiter and
super-Earth planet types respectively. Except for 55 Cnc e where the radius has been determined (see
Gillon et al. 2012), the radii for the simulated planetary systems has been extrapolated from planets
with similar masses described in http://exoplanets.eu (See table 6.1 for details). For each case
1http://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.NAME=UVES+INS.MODE=spectro
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Planet Period Planet Radius Planet Mass Maximum Exposure Number of Expected Detection
Name (days) (Earth radii) (Earth masses) Flux Ratio Time (seconds) of Observations Significance (σ)
ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES
Prototypical Planetary Systems:
Jupiter 3 13a 319 5.3× 10−5 900 – 40 – 32
Neptune 2 5.5b 17 1.6× 10−5 900 600 40 60 9 17
Real Planetary Systems:
51 Peg b 3.09 10c 149.29 1.8× 10−5 600 60 60 600 13 64
55 Cnc e 0.74 2.04 8.39 9.1× 10−6 900 90 40 400 4 18
Table 6.1: For the real planetary systems, the data was obtained from http://exoplanets.eu and rounded to the second decimal
place. The Maximum Flux Ratio corresponds to the planet/star flux ratio at opposition, i.e. when reflection is maximized, assuming an
albedo of 0.3. The Exposure Time is the expected integration time required to obtain a S/N of 1600 with the ESPRESSO and 2400 with
the HIRES. For the Expected Detection Significance, we consider a total exposure time of 10h and compute it taking into account the
phase variation along the orbit using Equation 6.1. The radii for all the simulated case (except 55 Cnc e where the radius has been
determined, see Gillon et al. 2012) has been extrapolated from planets described in http://exoplanets.eu that have similar masses:
a) Radius from WASP-48 b; b) Radius from Kepler-18 c; c) Radius from WASP-60 b
of study, we simulated detections assuming observations distributed evenly across two 5 hour periods
on each side of phase φ = 0.5 (opposition), encompassing the most favorable orbital phases (higher
planet/star flux ratio). For all cases we considered a wavelength independent albedo of 0.3.
To create our CCFs, we used a step of 0.1 km/s, the mask for a K1 spectral type star (with 4120
spectral lines), a width of 320 km/s and a target radial velocity of -22 km/s. For all other settings we
used the default values of the pipeline.
6.2 RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
For the different scenarios, we have a rule of thumb that states that the expected detection signifi-
cance for an observational dataset is given by
Detectionexpected = S/N spectra ∗
√√√√NCCF ∗∑
i
(
Fplanet
Fstar
)2
i
(6.1)
in which the lowerscript ”i” corresponds to the different observations considered along the orbit. NCCF
represents the number of lines in the mask used to create the CCF, S/N spectra is the average S/N of
the original spectra and Fplanet/Fstar is the flux ratio between the planet and the star as obtained from
Equation 4.13. In our cases of study, we considered NCCF = 4120, the number of lines defined in the
mask of a K1 star on the HARPS DRS pipeline.
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We consider a detection to be successful (or significant) when we are able to perform a Gaussian fit
to the planet’s CCF, whose amplitude modulus is larger than 3 times the noise, with the latest being
the standard deviation of the points in the continuum.
To confirm that we were detecting the stacking of the planet’s CCFs and not random noise artefacts,
we tested the detection of the planet’s signal along a range of orbital semi-amplitudes centered on
the real planetary semi-amplitude Kreal and with a width of 50 km/s. By construction, the maximum
detection significance should correspond to Kreal. Defining Kdetected as the detected significance max-
imum, we should have KDetected = KReal, which corresponds to the situation where the planet’s signal
is perfectly aligned on all CCFs and we are fitting the signal of the correct orbit to our data. As we
move further away from Kreal, we can notice an effect of smearing of the multiple CCFs with the re-
duction of the significance, as instead of adding the centre of the CCFs, we will be adding their wings
(see Fig. 6.1). Therefore we will also be able to fit a Gaussian to the sum of the CCFs, but with a
larger FWHM and lower amplitude, and consequently a lower detection significance. This effect gets
more noticeable as we move further from Kreal, until the CCFs stop overlapping altogether. Since the
CCFs have an average FWHM of around 6.6 km/s, this overlapping stops to be significant at around
2×FWHMStar ≈ 13.2 km/s. At this point, we should have a very low detection significance. However,
the presence of systematic noise (e.g., the vertical stripes in figure 4.2), will impart a variation to the
noise (measured by the standard deviation) much larger than random noise only. Since the detection
significance as we defined it depends on the standard deviation of the fit to the continuum, this varia-
tion will affect the detection significance considerably. Therefore, the maximum detection significance
might not happen for KReal. The diference Kreal −Kdetected for each of our cases of study is shown on
Fig. 6.2.
The results of our simulations for each case of study can be found on Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.3. For both
the prototypical planets we were able to recover the planetary signals with above a 3σnoise significance
(Jupiter with VLT: 15.4σnoise; Neptune with VLT: 4.4σnoise; Neptune with E-ELT: 5.9σnoise). For the real
planetary cases, 51 Peg was recovered with both telescopes (VLT: 5.2σnoise; E-ELT:20.3σnoise), but 55
Cnc e was signal was only recovered with the E-ELT (4.9σnoise). For 55 Cnc e with the VLT, although
the detection is not considered significant (S/N = 2.7 σnoise), a clear signal can be observed in Fig. 6.3,
panel (e) where the planet CCF is supposed to be.
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Figure 6.1: Variation of the Detection Significance across a range of radial velocity values for the semi-amplitude. This case represents
a simulation for a Jupiter type planet with a 3 day orbital period as observed with the VLT. It can be seen that the Detection Significance
decreases as we move further from the correct orbital semi-amplitude KReal. Also, the maximum value of the Detection Significance
occurs close to the correct orbital semi-amplitude. This is in agreement with what we expected: for a semi-amplitude close to the real
value, the planet signals get summed together, increasing the detection significance. For semi-amplitudes where the minimizing function
was unable to fit a Gaussian curve whose parameters are within our constrains, the value of the detection significance was set to zero,
which shows as gaps in the plot.
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Figure 6.2: Plot of Kreal −Kdetected for each case of study. The horizontal red line represents
the ideal case, where Kdetected = Kreal. It can be seen that in the cases where we have
a significant detection, the difference between the simulated (Kreal) and detected (Kdetected)
semi-amplitudes is inferior to 2%.
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Planet Name KReal KDetected KReal −KDetected Detection Significance
ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES
Prototypical Planetary Systems:
Jupiter (3 days) 147.54 148.14 – – 1.60 15.4±0.3 –
Neptune (2 days) 168.99 168.89 168.09 0.10 0.90 4.4±0.3 5.9±0.2
Real Planetary Systems:
51 Peg b 133.77 131.87 135.67 1.90 0.40 5.2±0.3 20.3±0.3
55 Cnc e 225.30 226.60 223.80 0.80 1.50 2.7±0.2 4.9±0.1
Table 6.2: Results of simulations.The values in columns KReal, KDetected and KReal −
KDetected are in km/s. The Detection Significance in units of σnoise. For comparison, the
expected values can be found on table 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: Results from simulations. In each panel, we can see the extracted planet CCF for each case (green diamonds), as well as
the best Gaussian fit (red line). In each case we were able to extract the planetary signal successfully and perform a significant detection.
The continuum of each CCF was normalized to 1 and the CCFs are not to scale with each other.
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Chapter 7.
Discussion and Conclusions
Although our results show detections with lower amplitude than expected (e.g. 51 Peg b with the
VLT, for which we get a detection of around 5.2σnoise instead of the expected 13σnoise), these can be
explained by systematic features in the CCFs. These features can be see on Fig. 4.2 as vertical stripes
and will add systematic noise to the continuum. Since the detection significance is highly dependent
on the noise of the continuum, these systematics will lower the detection significance and mask the
planet signal. A clear example of this is shown in Fig. 6.3, panel f, the case of 55 Cnc e with the
E-ELT. In this case, a clear detection can be seen, but the systematics totally deform the continuum
around the planet’s signal. We must not forget that although we are simulating spectra as observed
with future instruments and telescopes by increasing their S/N, we are still using data from current
observing facilities. Therefore, our simulated spectra will still be affected by the same systematics, but
transposed to a higher S/N domain. By construction, these systematics will also increase by a factor
proportional to the square root of the number of real spectra used to create the simulated ones. This will
most definitely affect the significance of our detections, which will be lower than predicted theoretically,
and can be considered pessimistic.
It is interesting to note that in all cases, and in spite of the very different S/N on CCFstack, the semi-
amplitude of the planet orbit is recovered with an associated error of the order of a couple of percent
(Fig. 6.2).
Furthermore, in the previous section we chose to determine the uncertainty on the stacked spectra
CCFstack by analyzing the spectra itself instead of deriving it theoretically; this is a conservative ap-
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proach. However, measuring the noise by calculating the standard deviation of the residuals can lead
to over-optimistic values when one is in the presence of correlated noise. In particular, if the correlation
distance between the points is similar to that of the scale of our signals, the detection will be far more
difficult than in the presence of white noise. This leads us to believe that, while widespread, using the
standard deviation of the residuals to measure the noise can artificially boost the significance. This is
also suggested by Fig. 4, in which we can see that structures are detected with a significance larger
than 3 sigma for an orbital semi-amplitude which is offset relative to KReal by several FWHM’s and
should thus display a non-detection.
Following this lead, we considered a different approach for the calculation of the noise level. We
computed, in 2× FWHM interval pixel interval, the peak-to-peak variation in flux in the continuum of
CCFstack. We applied this procedure to the CCFstack calculated for KReal value in order to ensure we
are measuring the peak-to-peak variations which were created by artefacts and systematics and not
the diluted planetary signal. The average of these peak-to-peak variations turned out to be roughly two
to three times larger than the noise as calculate in the previous section. This calculus can be seen as
a pessimistic view or worst-case-limit of the noise analysis: if the correlated noise or artifact signal is
of much larger amplitude than the consecutive pixel-to-pixel variations, the peak-to-peak variations will
be the main obstacle to the detection of the signal and thus the indicator that should be considered.
Yet, a much finer analysis can in principle allow to distinguish a signal from the noise.
If we consider the noise to be three times larger than previously assumed, the detections of the
prototypical Neptune and 55 Cnc e with both the VLT and E-ELT, as well as 51 Peg b with the VLT, are
no longer significant. However, we stress that this approach should be seen as an ad-hoc pessimistic
correction. It will depend on all factors that can create a spurious signal or systematic, and cannot be
generalized easily. In fact, and as discussed previously, even thought we tried to do our simulations
staying as close to observed data as possible, it is likely that we introduced some artifacts in our
analysis. Once more, the take-away lesson is that one should expect spectra and CCFs to contain
artifacts which are 2-3 times larger than the noise as obtained by back-of-the-envelope calculations.
In order to optimize a planet’s reflected light detection, a careful selection of the time and date of our
observations in order to get the most favorable cases (e.g., between maximum elongation and the limit
where the planet’s and star’s CCFs merge) is required. Otherwise, we risk getting observations of the
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star + planet when the later is not facing us, e.g. close to transit time, and therefore we will not be able
to recover its signal.
We simulated observations of prototypical planetary systems (hot Jupiter and Neptune types with
respectively 3 and 2 days orbital periods) and real planetary systems (51 Peg b and 55 Cnc e) with both
VLT (for all planetary systems) and E-ELT (for all planetary systems except the hot Jupiter) to test the
possibility of detecting the planet’s reflected light with next generation instruments (ESPRESSO@VLT
and HIRES@E-ELT). In these simulations, we were able to to recover the planetary signals with a
significance above 3σnoise (Jupiter with VLT: 15.4σnoise; Neptune with VLT: 4.4σnoise; Neptune with
E-ELT: 5.9σnoise; 51 Peg b with VLT: 5.2σnoise; 51 Peg b with E-ELT:20.3σnoise; 55 Cnc e with the E-
ELT: 4.9σnoise). This shows it is indeed possible to detect a planets’s reflected light by using the Cross
Correlation Function as it allows us to operate in a much higher signal-to-noise ratio domain, by a factor
proportional to the square root of the number of CCFs.
The simulation of the observations of 51 PEb b with the VLT is particularly interesting, as it shows
a clear detection for a real object with the a current telescope, even if with marginal significance. It is
also interesting to note that we were also able to recover the correct orbital semi-amplitude with with
an associated error of the order of a couple of percent (Fig. 6.1),for all scenarios.
In all simulations, we tried to simulate observations as close to reality as possible, namely by avoiding
the use to artificial spectra. By doing this we intended to understand how systematics present in real
spectra affect the detection of the planetary signal. This is particularly important as these systematics
add to the continuum noise and affect the detection significance of the planet’s reflected light.
In an alternative and more pessimistic approach to the noise evaluation, where instead of the stan-
dard deviation of the continuum flux we consider a peak-to-peak variation in the flux, resulting from
these systematics, the noise variation will be 2-3 times larger. Therefore, the detection significance will
decrease by the same factor, turning lower significance detections like 51 Peg b with VLT or Neptune
with VLT into non-detections.
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Chapter 8.
Future Work
The detection of the reflected light from exoplanets will push forward the study of planetary atmo-
spheres characterization. Since this theoretical work has yielded promising results, we will follow this
line of research and intend to develop this detection method further. Therefore, in the near future we
are planning to: To do so, we intend to:
• apply the technique to real data;
• remake the simulations, but using a wavelength dependent albedo function to characterize and
constrain planetary atmospheres composition and dynamics;
• make a study of detailed observing strategies in order to maximize the probability of the detection
of reflected light
APPLICATION TO REAL DATA
Although the required precision is close to current instruments detection limits, our simulations have
shown that we should be able to detect the reflected light from 51 Peg b. Therefore, we acquired
HARPS observing time of the star 51 Peg, from which we expect to be able to recover the planet’s re-
flected signal. This observing time was programmed in several optimally selected observing windows,
in order to maximize the planet/star flux ratio we will collect, and we expect to reach the required S/N
to extract the planet spectrum. Once we have the results and show we are able to recover the planet’s
signal, we intend to select a sample of bright stars with large planets in close orbits (e.g. τBootis) and
repeat the process.
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Further in the future, the arrival of new tools and technologies, e.g. ESPRESSO@VLT and HIRES@E-
ELT, will permit the collection of spectra with the required S/N improvement, which should in turn be
accompanied by the reduction of the aforementioned systematic features and errors. In particular,
paramount to this objective are the larger dimensions of next-generation telescopes like ESO’s E-ELT,
allowing for the collection of an increased number of spectra on the same period of time. This should
allow for the detection the reflected light of smaller planets at longer period orbits with increased preci-
sion.
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE CHARACTERIZATION
As discussed in Chapter 4, we made use of a wavelength independent definition of the albedo function,
As a next step, and for a more realistic approach, we will use a wavelengths dependent albedo. This
albedo function will be built from the most up-to-date atmospheric models.
To test this albedo function, we will re-simulate the detection of reflected light, but with the wavelength
independent albedo function, and compare them with real observational data. The main idea is to
recover the albedo function from the detected reflected signal.
This work will be completed in collaboration with planetary atmospheres researchers.
OBSERVING STRATEGIES
An optimized observing strategy is paramount for the detection of a planet’s reflected light. The timing
of the observations is critical as the planet needs to be observed as close to opposition as possible
in order to maximize the planet/star flux ratio. Therefore, it might be more convenient to make small
runs of observations in several different nights instead of a large one. For instance, let’s suppose we
intend to observe a planet with an orbital period of one day and require 20h of observations to have a
significant detection (as previously, we assume an edge-on orbit). In this case, it is preferable to divide
these 20h into smaller runs (e.g. four 5h runs) than a single observing run, where a large amount of
observations would have a flux ratio under 50% of the maximum expected ratio (see Figure 4.1).
Is is also convenient to observe host stars with a large amount of spectral lines as the enhancement
we get from using the CCF is proportional to the square root of the number of lines in the binary mask.
For example, HARPS binary mask of a M2 star has over 9000 lines, as the mask for a G2 has little
over 3600 lines. Please note that these lines do not have all the same depth, which will affect their
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detection: deeper/stronger lines are easier to detect. Furthermore, the hotter is a star, the stronger are
its spectral lines. Therefore, although the mask for a M2 star has more spectral lines than that of a G2
star, the latest will have stronger lines.
It is also beneficial to observe planets observing bright stars, as these require less exposure time to
get to the high S/N that is required.
Jorge Humberto Costa Martins
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ABSTRACT
At optical wavelengths, an exoplanet’s signature is essentially reflected light from the
host star - several orders of magnitude fainter. Since it is superimposed on the star
spectrum its detection has been a difficult observational challenge. However, the devel-
opment of a new generation of instruments like ESPRESSO and next generation tele-
scopes like the E-ELT put us in a privileged position to detect these planets’ reflected
light as we will have access to extremely high signal-to-noise ratio spectra. With this
work, we propose an alternative approach for the direct detection of the reflected light
of an exoplanet. We simulated observations with ESPRESSO@VLT and HIRES@E-
ELT of several star+planet systems, encompassing 10h of the most favourable orbital
phases. To the simulated spectra we applied the Cross Correlation Function to operate
in a much higher signal-to-noise ratio domain than when compared with the spectra.
The use of the Cross-Correlation Function permitted us to recover the simulated the
planet signals at a level above 3σnoise significance on several prototypical (e.g., Nep-
tune type planet with a 2 days orbit with the VLT at 4.4σnoise significance) and real
planetary systems (e.g., 55 Cnc e with the E-ELT at 4.9σnoise significance). Even by
using a more pessimistic approach to the noise level estimation, where systematics in
the spectra increase the noise 2-3 times, the detection of the reflected light from large
close-orbit planets is possible. We have also shown that this kind of study is currently
within reach of current instruments and telescopes (e.g., 51 Peg b with the VLT at
5.2σnoise significance), although at the limit of their capabilities.
Key words: Planets and satellites: detection - Techniques: radial velocities
1 INTRODUCTION
Since the detection of a giant planet orbiting the solar-type
star 51 Peg (Mayor & Queloz 1995), the number of known
extrasolar planets keeps increasing steadily. At the moment
of the writing of this paper, over 900 extra-solar planets in
more than 700 planetary systems have since been published
(Schneider et al. 2011, http://exoplanet.eu/).
The focus of extrasolar planet researchers is now di-
vided in two main lines: i) the detection of lower and lower
mass planets, with the goal of finding an Earth sibling and
ii) the detailed characterisation of planets orbiting other
stars. Both lines of research have proven very successful. In
what concerns detection methods, both radial velocity (e.g.
with the HARPS instrument, Mayor et al. 2009) and tran-
sit surveys (e.g. with CoRoT and Kepler satelites, Borucki
et al. 2012; Le´ger et al. 2009) have been finding an increasing
number of low mass/radius planets orbiting solar-type stars,
some of which are in the so called Habitable Zone (e.g. Pepe
et al. 2011; Borucki et al. 2012). On the characterisation
side, the precision of the transit measurements, in combi-
nation with the finest interior models, has now allowed to
determine the bulk composition of the planetary structure of
several planets, some of which seem to be mostly rocky/iron
in nature (e.g. Batalha et al. 2011; Le´ger et al. 2009). For the
most favourable cases, exquisite photometric measurements
have further allowed to detect both the emitted (IR) and
reflected (optical) light of exoplanets using occultations or
transmissions spectroscopy (e.g. Alonso et al. 2009; Borucki
et al. 2009; Kipping & Spiegel 2011; Demory et al. 2012).
However, the detection of detailed spectral features in
the atmosphere of other planets has remained one of the
most challenging goals. Interestingly, recent campaigns have
shown that such measurements are possible with present day
instrumentation, even from the ground (e.g. Snellen et al.
2010; Brogi et al. 2012; Rodler et al. 2012). The detection
of spectral features (e.g. spectral lines) from the planet at-
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mosphere has a huge scientific value, no matter if we are
measuring the planetary intrinsic emitted light, the atmo-
sphere transmission spectrum, or the stellar reflected light
on the planet’s atmosphere.
In particular, the detection of the reflected light spec-
trum would allow to determine the orbital velocity of the
planet and thus its mass, like in the case of double-line
eclipsing stellar binaries (e.g. Brogi et al. 2012; Rodler et al.
2012). Excluding scaling factors, the reflected spectrum of
a planet can be seen as the stellar spectrum multiplied by
an albedo function. For the sake of simplicity, this func-
tion is often assumed as constant over a given wavelength
range, but a more realistic approach is to consider a wave-
length dependent albedo function. Such a function can be
constructed to represent the atmospheric properties of the
planet and its spectral features and chemical composition
(e.g. Collier Cameron et al. 2002). Therefore, the detec-
tion of a planet’s reflected light can give critical information
about its atmosphere and composition, which should help
improve and constrain the physics of current atmosphere
models. The reflected spectrum from the planet should even
allow to retrieve its rotation rate (Kawahara 2012). Unfortu-
nately, such measurements are difficult and several previous
attempts have been unsuccessful (e.g. Collier Cameron et al.
2002; Rodler et al. 2013).
The problem can be outlined as follows: planets in or-
bit around a star will reflect a portion of the light from
its host star. From geometrical arguments (planet size and
semi-major axis of the orbit), Charbonneau et al. (1999) and
Collier Cameron et al. (1999) predicted that the flux ratio
between a planet and its host star will be very low, typically
inferior to 10−4 even for the largest planets known at the
smallest orbits. Furthermore, Marley et al. (1999) showed
that planetary albedos are extremely dependent on the the
atmosphere composition and cloud distribution. The giant
planets in the Solar System have high albedos (over 0.5)
because of condensed molecules in their atmospheres, but
planets with temperatures above 400K should have lower
albedos, with values between 0.05-0.4 (e.g. Cowan & Agol
2011; Rowe et al. 2008). Combining the above factors with
the planet’s orbital phase as it moves around its host star,
the planet becomes virtually undetectable as its signal will
have the same order of magnitude as the noise of spectra
with signal-to-noise ratio (hereafter S/N) up to to 104−105.
In this paper we explore the possibility of using high
resolution spectra, combined with the use of the Cross-
Correlation technique, to detect the stellar light reflected
on the short period giant planets. To do so, we use HARPS
spectra to simulate prototypical observation cases and test
our methodology. In Sect. 2 we describe the principle be-
hind our method and make a brief introduction to the Cross
Correlation Function. Section 3 explains the method and its
application to selected cases and in Sect. 4 we present our
results. We discuss them in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6
with the lessons learned from our approach.
2 THE PRINCIPLE
The Cross-Correlation Function (henceforth CCF) of a spec-
trum with a binary mask has been used extensively for
the determination of precise radial velocities (e.g. with the
HARPS spectrograph). A detailed mathematical description
of the Cross Correlation Function implementation can be
found on Baranne et al. (1996) and will not be replicated
here. This technique corresponds to stacking a large amount
of spectral lines from a spectrum and the resulting CCF sin-
gle spectral line (named CCF as well in a common abuse of
notation) can be seen as an average spectral line of the orig-
inal spectrum. Assuming that all lines have equal weight or
that the weight is taken into account optimaly (see Pepe
et al. 2002), the resulting S/N for a given CCF is given sim-
ply by
S/NCCF =
√
nS/Nspectrum (1)
where n is the number of spectral lines in the mask used for
the CCF. Typically, the binary mask applied to high resolu-
tion spectra of a solar-type star has thousands of absorption
lines, and thus the S/N on the CCF is much higher than
that of the original spectrum. For illustration, using for cor-
relation a stellar mask with 3600 spectral lines, the S/N of
the CCF will be 60 times larger than on the spectra. These
results show the big advantage of using the CCF over the
observed spectra and makes the Cross-Correlation Function
a particularly powerful tool for the detection of exoplanets.
Until now it has been extensively used to calculate the ra-
dial velocity of an object with very high precision; we now
propose to use the very high S/N CCF to detect the minute
planetary signal.
3 APPLICATION TO HARPS SPECTRA
To test our capability to detect reflected light from a planet,
we performed a set of simulations based on real spectra
(Sect. 3.1) with the goal of reproducing very high S/N ob-
servations of a star + planet system. Each simulation can
be divided in two steps: i) create very high S/N CCFs to
mimic observations of the planet around the host star and
ii) apply the procedure to detect the planet’s reflected light.
For the creation of high S/N CCFs, we co-added mul-
tiple HARPS observations in order to obtain very high S/N
spectra and ran them through the HARPS DRS pipeline to
generate the corresponding CCFs. The planet + star obser-
vations were created by combining these high S/N CCFs to
simulate different observations in distinct points of the orbit
(Sect. 3.2).
For the detection itself, we extract the planet signal
from the CCFs by 1) dividing them by a template to re-
move the star’s signal and 2) summing the resulting CCFs,
after correction for the planet radial velocity, to stack the
planetary signal (Sect. 3.3).
3.1 The data
In this paper we use publicly available ESO archival spectra
of the bright K-dwarf αCenB, obtained as part of a planet
search program (ESO program IDs 60.A-9036(A), 084.C-
0229(A) and 085.C-0318(A)). This target was chosen due
to availability of high S/N data. In particular, the spectra
that were used are part of a long series of measurements
performed on two different nights. This type of observing
strategy is similar to the one that would be used in a search
for the reflected light spectrum. In total, we compiled 91
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HARPS spectra , with wavelengths ranging from 3779.56 A˚
to 6912.9 A˚, obtained on the nights 2010-03-25 and 2010-
05-25. The spectra were reduced using the HARPS pipeline,
and have S/N that varies from 241 to 506 on the 50th order.
Although high S/N data for this star are also available from
other instruments, we decided to adopt HARPS data due to
the high stability of this instrument. A detailed description
of the spectrograph characteristics can be found on Mayor
et al. (2003).
3.2 Creating the spectra
To generate data with the required high S/N, we selected a
random set of spectra from our sample and co-added them
until the desired high S/N was attained. Each of the selected
spectra had been corrected from the Barycentric Earth Ra-
dial Velocity variation which can be quite significant (from
around -30km/s to 30km/s in extreme cases). Since we in-
tended to simulate the variability of the star, different sets of
spectra were chosen for each observation, ensuring that for
each observation the star would be represented by a differ-
ent spectrum with a different S/N. The planet spectrum was
created similarly by combining all spectra from the night
2010-03-25 (38 spectra) in order to increase the S/N. As
the planet/star flux ratio is extremely low (as discussed in
the Introduction, inferior to 10−4), the planet’s spectrum
noise will be negligible compared to the stellar noise. Conse-
quently, we decided to use the same high S/N spectrum to
represent the planet on all simulated observations instead of
one spectrum per observation as done for the star.
Each of the star + planet observations is constructed
by co-adding their signals, shifted by their corresponding
radial velocities. Due to the Cross Correlation Function lin-
earity, it is mathematically equivalent to simulate the star
+ planet’s observations by summing both their CCFs or co-
adding their original spectra and then compute the CCF
of the sum. The CCF sampling step is only limited by the
step used in its construction (which we control), whereas
the spectral numerical resolution (often referred to as sam-
pling) of the original spectrum is limited by the pixel density
of the spectrograph (fixed). This is particularly important
when we apply a specific radial velocity shift to the signal.
In those cases, an interpolation between consecutive pixels
is required and the higher the sampling is, the more pre-
cise is the operation. By carefully selecting the step in the
creation of the CCF, we can minimize the errors when ap-
plying a given radial velocity shift to an observation (please
note that increasing the CCF sampling step also increases its
computing time). Therefore, we decided to create our obser-
vations of the star+planet by summing their CCFs instead
of their spectra.
The planet’s orbit was assumed as circular1 and mod-
elled by Equations 2 to 7 (see Langford et al. 2011; Char-
bonneau et al. 1999).
Assuming that t0 is the point of maximum proximity of
the planet (the transit epoch) for a given time t, the orbital
1 Although an elliptical orbit could have been used, the ubiquity
of short period circularised planets led us to assume e = 0 for the
sake of simplicity.
phase φ of the planet is given by
φ =
t− t0
Porb
(2)
where Porb is the orbital period of the planet. Given the rel-
ative masses of the star and the planet q = Mplanet/Mstar,
the planet’s orbit semi amplitude Kplanet is given by
Kplanet =
2pia
Porb
sin(I)
1 + q
(3)
where I is the inclination of the orbit relative to us and a
the semi-major axis of the planet’s orbit. Knowing φ and
Kplanet, the planet radial velocity relatively to the system’s
barycenter (RVplanet,barycenter(φ)) is simply given by
RVplanet,barycenter(φ) = Kplanetsin(2piφ) (4)
The radial velocity motion induced on the star by the planet
will be given by
RVstar,barycenter(φ) = −Kstarsin(2piφ) (5)
where
Kstar = qKplanet (6)
Thus, moving to a referential centred on the star (RVstar =
0), the planet will have a radial velocity RVplanet(φ) given
by
RVplanet(φ) = RVplanet,barycenter(φ) +RVstar,barycenter(φ)
(7)
For each point of the orbit (at time t), the planet’s CCF
was added to the stellar, shifted by its corresponding radial
velocity (RVplanet) and multiplied by a factor corresponding
to its reflected flux relatively to the star. This multiplicative
factor has 3 components:
System geometrical configuration - This component repre-
sents the effective cross-section of the planet relative to the
star’s incident light (FGeom) and is given by
FGeom =
[
Rplanet
a
]2
(8)
Albedo - The planet’s albedo is a measure of the fraction
of light its atmosphere/surface will reflect. There are multi-
ple definitions of Albedo, but for simplicity and with no loss
of generality, we selected the Geometric Albedo for our sim-
ulations (e.g. Marley et al. 1999) . The Geometric Albedo p
is defined as the reflectivity of a planet measured at oppo-
sition, as given by
p =
Freflected
Fincident
(9)
which is wavelength independent and has values between 0
(no reflection) and 1 (full reflection). Freflected and Fincident
are respectively the reflected and incident fluxes.
Phase function - Only the planet’s hemisphere facing its
host star will reflect light. Due to the planet orbital motion
and our fixed vantage point, we are not always able to see
the whole illuminated hemisphere, but a fraction of it, lim-
iting the reflected flux we receive from the planet. Thus the
planet’s reflected flux will be dependent on the phase an-
gle α and is modelled by the phase function g(α) (Equation
10). The phase function is a Lambert phase function, i.e.
assumed for a Lambert Law sphere (Langford et al. 2011)
g(α) =
[sin(α) + (pi − α) cos(α)]
pi
(10)
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Figure 1. The figure represents the variation of the phase angle
across a full orbit. The inner plot shows the variation of a planet’s
reflected light as a function of the orbital phase φ for an inclina-
tion of pi/2. The flux ratio has been normalised by the maximum
possible flux for the orbital configuration (orbit edge-on and op-
position). The two horizontal lines indicate a value of the mean
and median fluxes across one orbit.
where α is the phase angle. Figure 1 shows the relation be-
tween the phase angle α and the orbital phase φ, given math-
ematically by
cos(α) = sin(I) cos(2piφ) (11)
Combining the different terms, we can easily get the
ratio of fluxes from the planet (Fplanet) relatively to the
star (Fstar) through
Fplanet(α)
Fstar
= p g(α)
[
Rplanet
a
]2
(12)
A detailed description of equation 12 and its aforementioned
components can be found in Collier Cameron et al. (2002).
For illustration, if we consider a Jupiter size planet with
a 2 day orbit and a wavelength independent albedo of 0.3,
the maximum flux ratio is given by
Fplanet
Fstar
= 0.3× 1×
[
69 911 km
4 637 534 km
]2
≈ 6.8× 10−5 (13)
For comparison, in the case of the Earth, assuming a
fixed albedo of 0.29 (de Pater & Lissauer 2010, chap. 3) this
ratio is given by
Fplanet
Fstar
= 0.29×1×
[
6 371 km
149 597 871 km
]2
≈ 5.3×10−10 (14)
3.3 Detecting the signal
The first step in our process was to correct each CCF of the
star radial velocity, setting the origin of the referential at
the star radial velocity on each CCF. Once all of the star
CCFs are aligned at 0km/s, we can proceed with the re-
moval of the stellar signature, a procedure highly dependent
on the construction of an accurate template for the star.
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Figure 2. Simulated orbit for a Jupiter mass planet around a one
solar mass star (Porb = 2 days), centred around the stellar radial
velocity. The x-axis shows the variation in flux for each system
CCF (darker means higher flux) across a radial velocity range and
the y-axis corresponds to Julian Date of the simulated observation
(the time of the transit has been set to JD = 0 for simplification).
The planet’s orbital movement around the star (the star portion
of the CCFs have been excluded from the analysis according to
the text and appears as a vertical white strip) can be easily seen
on the plot when on opposition (dark path in the middle), but
we are unable detect it when it is facing us. NOTE: this image
does not show the raw generated CCFs, but after normalisation
by the star template.
This template needs to represent the most exactly the star
CCF, as it will be used to remove the stellar signal from our
observations.
Instead of using a model, we decided to create a tem-
plate CCF from our observations; the use of a fully artificial
template would make the detection capability extremely de-
pendent on the accuracy of the model and thus much harder
to evaluate. To create the template we co-added all the sim-
ulated CCFs. The CCFs include both the star and planet
reflected spectra along the different orbital phases, which
is a situation similar to real observations: these will have
some contribution from the planet’s reflected light amidst
the stellar noise. Constructing the template in this manner,
not only increases the S/N of the template, but also dilutes
the planet contribution along a radial velocity range, which
allows for the construction of an accurate stellar template.
Before constructing the template, each CCF was normalised
by dividing it by a second degree polynomial fit to remove
small variations in its continuum. While at first sight there
might be no reason to consider that the continuum slope
might vary (even if slightly) there are several effects that can
contribute to this. The first is the fact that atmospheric ab-
sorption is a wavelength-dependent phenomenon, and even
if corrected a small residual might remain. The same is true
for the instrument transmission as a function of wavelength.
These chromatic effects have an important consequence: as
our planet travels in its orbit, our Earth’s radial velocity will
be imprinted in the recorded spectra, shifting them in wave-
length. The interplay between the shift in wavelength and
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the variable transmission as a function of wavelength will
lead to a continuum slope variation which has to be cor-
rected before we co-add spectra obtained at different times,
which will be done later.
As discussed before, the stellar signal is several orders
of magnitude larger than the planetary one, and as a con-
sequence must be removed first. Two different methods can
be used for its removal: i) subtract the star template CCF
from the CCFs and ii) normalise each CCF by the star tem-
plate CCF. The subtraction of the template requires that
both the template and the CCF are normalised to the same
flux, or the difference in flux will introduce a residual that
adds to the noise, masking the planet’s signal. On the other
hand, normalisation by the template permits to effectively
remove the shape of the star signal, regardless of the rel-
ative fluxes of both the template and CCF. These relative
fluxes will only translate into a multiplicative factor applied
to the noise and planet CCF and do not affect their relative
intensities. For this reason we opted to normalise the CCFs
by the template to remove the stellar contribution.
Note that the S/N of the template is much higher than
the S/N from the observations CCFs - for instance, by com-
bining 100 CCFs we will boost the template S/N tenfold -
and thus will not reduce the SNR of our observations signif-
icantly as we divide by it.
The removal of stellar signal is bound to be imperfect
due to slight mismatches between observed and template
CCFs, our normalisation is not an exception and will always
leave residuals. These residuals are, in first approximation,
proportional to the signal, and will be particularly intrusive
in a radial velocity range close to the radial velocity of the
star. For this reason, detections around opposition are likely
to become unreliable. This is supported by the results of
Brogi et al. (2013), where observations around opposition
lead to a non-detection in one of the three nights, while the
planet was confidently detected on the other two.
To circumvent this problem, and limit contamination
by the star signal, observations close to opposition, where
planetary and stellar signals are spectroscopically blended
or close, are discarded. Although this will eliminate the most
favourable cases in what concerns flux, it allows for a clear
separation between the star and planet’s CCF in radial ve-
locity. By considering that each CCF has an approximate
width of 4FWHMStar
2, we can then safely assume that
both CCFs are separated by 4FWHMStar so they do not
contaminate each other. Adding to that 3FWHMStar on
each side of the planet CCF to have enough of a contin-
uum for comparison with the planet signal, we discarded the
CCFs where the planet and the star have radial velocities
inferior to 7FWHMstar, which is very conservative.
After normalisation, we correct each CCF for the
planet’s radial velocity. Given the time of each observation
and the orbital parameters of the planet’s orbit, Equation 4
will deliver the radial velocity of each CCF.
Finally, we co-add the resulting normalised CCFs,
which increases the detectability of the planet signal by a
factor proportional to the square root of the number of
2 Since no rotation profile has been introduced on the planet
signal, we can assume the width of both planetary and stellar
CCFs to be the same.
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Figure 3. Top Panel : Same case as Fig. 2, after correction of
the planet’s radial velocity and removal of the discarded sections
and spectra. The white areas correspond to the discarded spec-
tra. Bottom Panel : Integration of the planet’s signal over CCFs
defined in Fig. 2. This stacking is done by collapsing the CCFs
sections in the top panel along the y axis.
CCFs. For the sake of simplicity, we name the co-added
spectra CCFstack.
To determine the significance of the detection, a Gaus-
sian curve, defined by equation 15, is fitted to CCFstack:
y = B +A · e−2 ln 2( x−meanFWHM )
2
(15)
where A (Amplitude), FWHM , B (ordinate for the
continuum) and mean are the free parameters of the Gaus-
sian fit. The significance of the detection is then given by
the ratio of the amplitude of the Gaussian fit by the noise.
The noise is given by the residuals around the continuum
fit.
Several constrains were set to eliminate spurious Gaus-
sian fits with no physical meaning. First of all, the amplitude
is constrained by assuming that its value is strictly negative
(a positive value for the amplitude would imply a negative
albedo).
The FWHM is the parameter that requires more care-
ful considerations. Since we consider that the light from
the planet is reflected light from the star, its CCF should
replicate the one from the star, corrected to account for
physical mechanisms that might widen the spectral lines.
In our simulations, no deformation (e.g., planetary rota-
tion) was applied to the star’s CCF to create the planet’s
CCF, hence both CCFs have the same FWHM . However,
since our CCFs are affected by noise, the planet’s CCF will
not have the same FWHM as the star’s. A lower limit of
0.75FWHMStar to the planet’s FWHM is imposed assum-
ing that no physical process can reduce the CCF width, but
taking into account a 25% margin for flexibility of the min-
imising algorithm. A higher limit is set dynamically in our
simulations assuming a rotational broadening of the CCF
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due to the planet being in tidal lock with its host star (e.g.
Lubow et al. 1997) as a result of its close proximity to the
star, and consequently low orbital period. To this broaden-
ing a 25 % margin is added for flexibility of the minimising
algorithm3.
Both the mean and the B parameters were left uncon-
strained.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Cases of study
Applying the methodology to the data described in Sect.
3, we simulate the detection of different planets. Our cases
of study are intended to mimic data as obtained with two
instruments: the future ESPRESSO spectrograph for the
VLT (Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and Sta-
ble Spectroscopic Observations, Pepe et al. 2010), and a high
resolution spectrograph (such as the proposed HIRES) for
the E-ELT. We used UVES (Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle
Spectrograph, Dekker et al. 2000) Exposure Time Calcula-
tor4 to compute the S/N for a given exposure time for the
VLT simulations. For the E-ELT simulations, we used the
same tool and extrapolated the results by multiplying by
a factor of 4.8, the approximate diameter ratio of the E-
ELT mirror and one of VLTs primary mirrors (respectively
around 39 and 8.2 meters). The resulting data was then
used to simulate the detection of both theoretical and real
planetary systems selected from the encyclopedia catalog
Exoplanet.eu (Schneider et al. 2011).
Our cases of study consist in planets representative of
two different planet populations found around other starts:
Jupiter and Neptune planets in close orbits (see table 4.1).
Furthermore, we selected some real examples from the ex-
oplanets.eu database. As we require a high S/N, we se-
lected 51 Peg b and 55 Cnc e, as both orbit bright stars.
They are also both good representatives of hot Jupiter and
super-Earth planet types respectively. Except for 55 Cnc e
where the radius has been determined(see Gillon et al. 2012),
the radii for the simulated planetary systems has been ex-
trapolated from planets with similar masses described in
http://exoplanets.eu (See table 4.1 for details). For each
case of study, we simulated detections assuming observa-
tions distributed evenly across two 5 hour periods on each
side of phase φ = 0.5 (opposition), encompassing the most
favourable orbital phases (higher planet/star flux ratio). For
all cases we considered a wavelength independent albedo of
0.3, which can be considered optimistic as the short period
planets we simulated should be cloud free and therefore have
3 The broadening of the CCF can be estimated from vrot sin i =
A
√
FWHM2rot − FWHM20 /2.35 where vrot is the rotational ve-
locity, i the rotation axis inclination, A the coupling constant,
FWHM0 and FWHMrot are the natural and after rotation
widths of the CCF (see Gray 2008, Chapter 18). As an example,
assuming a value of 1.9 for the coupling constant (Santos et al.
2002), that FWHM0 = FWHMStar ≈ 6.6 (average value for the
CCFs FWHM) and an edge-on orbit, in the case of a 10 hour orbit
Jupiter sized planet we will have FWHMrot ≈ 1.08FWHM0.
4 http://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.
NAME=UVES+INS.MODE=spectro
albedos of 0.05 - 0.4 as referred before (e.g. Marley et al.
1999).
To create our CCFs, we used a step of 0.1 km/s, the
mask for a K1 spectral type star (with 4839 spectral lines),
a width of 320 km/s and a target radial velocity of -22
km/s. For all other settings we used the default values of
the pipeline.
4.2 Results of the simulations
For the different scenarios, we have a rule of thumb that the
expected detection significance for an observational data set
is given by
Detectionexpected = S/Nspectra ∗
√√√√NCCF ∗∑
i
(
Fplanet
Fstar
)2
i
(16)
in which the lower script ”i” corresponds to the different
observations considered along the orbit. NCCF represents
the number of lines in the mask used to create the CCF,
S/Nspectra is the average S/N of the original spectra and
Fplanet/Fstar is the flux ratio between the planet and the
star as obtained from Equation 12. In our cases of study, we
considered NCCF = 4120, the number of lines defined in the
mask of a K1 star on the HARPS DRS pipeline.
We consider a detection to be successful (or significant)
when we are able to perform a Gaussian fit to the planet’s
CCF, whose amplitude modulus is larger than 3 times the
noise, with the latest being the standard deviation of the
points in the continuum.
To confirm that we were detecting the stacking of the
planet’s CCFs and not random noise artefacts, we tested the
detection of the planet’s signal along a range of orbital semi-
amplitudes centred on the real planetary semi-amplitude
Kreal and with a width of 50 km/s. By construction, the
maximum detection significance should correspond to Kreal.
Defining Kdetected as the detected significance minimum, we
should have KDetected = KReal, which corresponds to the
situation where the planet’s signal is perfectly aligned on all
CCFs and we are fitting the signal of the correct orbit to our
data. As we move further away from Kreal, we can notice
an effect of smearing of the multiple CCFs with the reduc-
tion of the significance, as instead of adding the centre of
the CCFs, we will be adding their wings (see Fig. 4). There-
fore we will also be able to fit a Gaussian to the sum of the
CCFs, but with a larger FWHM and lower amplitude, and
consequently a lower detection significance. This effect gets
more noticeable as we move further from Kreal, until the
CCFs stop overlapping altogether. Since the CCFs have an
average FWHM of around 6.6 km/s, this overlapping stops
to be significant at around 2×FWHMStar ≈ 13.2 km/s. At
this point, we should have a very low detection significance.
However, the presence of systematic noise (e.g., the vertical
stripes in figure 2), will impart a variation to the noise (mea-
sured by the standard deviation) much larger than random
noise only. Since the detection significance as we defined it
depends on the standard deviation of the fit to the con-
tinuum, this variation will affect the detection significance
considerably. Therefore, the maximum detection significance
might not happen for KReal. The difference Kreal−Kdetected
for each of our cases of study is shown on Fig. 5.
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Table 1. Simulated planets data.
Planet Period Planet Radius Planet Mass Maximum Exposure Number of Expected Detection
Name (days) (Earth radii) (Earth masses) Flux Ratio Time (seconds) of Exposures Significance (σ)
ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES
Prototypical Planetary Systems:
Jupiter 3 13a 319 5.3× 10−5 900 – 40 – 34
Neptune 2 5.5b 17 1.6× 10−5 900 600 40 60 10 19
Real Planetary Systems:
51 Peg b 3.09 10c 149.29 1.8× 10−5 600 60 60 600 15 69
55 Cnc e 0.74 2.04 8.39 9.1× 10−6 900 90 40 400 4 20
For the real planetary systems, the data was obtained from http://exoplanets.eu and rounded to the second decimal place. The
Maximum Flux Ratio corresponds to the planet/star flux ratio at opposition, i.e. when reflection is maximised, assuming an albedo of
0.3. The Exposure Time is the expected integration time required to obtain a S/N of 1600 with the ESPRESSO and 2400 with the
HIRES. For the Expected Detection Significance, we consider a total exposure time of 10h and compute it taking into account the phase
variation along the orbit using Equation 16. The radii for all the simulated case (except 55 Cnc e where the radius has been determined,
see Gillon et al. 2012) has been extrapolated from planets described in http://exoplanets.eu that have similar masses: a) Radius from
WASP-48 b; b) Radius from Kepler-18 c; c) Radius from WASP-60 b
The results of our simulations for each case of study
can be found on Table 4.2 and Fig. 6. For both the proto-
typical planets we were able to recover the planetary sig-
nals with above a 3σnoise significance (Jupiter with VLT:
15.4σnoise; Neptune with VLT: 4.4σnoise; Neptune with
E-ELT: 5.9σnoise). For the real planetary cases, 51 Peg
was recovered with both telescopes (VLT: 5.2σnoise; E-
ELT:20.3σnoise), but 55 Cnc e signal was only recovered
with the E-ELT (4.9σnoise). For 55 Cnc e with the VLT,
although the detection is not considered significant (S/N =
2.7 σnoise), a clear signal can be observed in Fig. 6, panel
(e) where the planet CCF is supposed to be. The results
concerning the difference Kreal −Kdetected can be found in
Table 4.2 and Fig. 6.
5 DISCUSSION
Although our results show detections with lower amplitude
than expected (e.g. 51 Peg b with the VLT, for which we
get a detection of around 5.2σnoise instead of the expected
13σnoise), these can be explained by systematic features in
the CCFs. These features can be see on Fig. 2 as verti-
cal stripes and will add systematic noise to the continuum.
Since the detection significance is highly dependent on the
noise of the continuum, these systematics will lower the de-
tection significance and mask the planet signal. A clear ex-
ample of this is shown in Fig. 6, panel f, the case of 55 Cnc
e with the E-ELT, where a clear detection can be seen, but
the systematics totally deform the continuum around the
planet’s signal. We must not forget, that although we are
simulating spectra as observed with future instruments and
telescopes by increasing their S/N, we are still using data
from current observing facilities. Therefore, our simulated
spectra will still be affected by the same systematics, but
transposed to a higher S/N domain. By construction, these
systematics will also increase by a factor proportional to the
square root of the number of real spectra used to create the
simulated ones. This will most definitely affect the signifi-
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Figure 4. Variation of the Detection Significance across a range
of radial velocity values for the semi-amplitude. This case repre-
sents a simulation for a Jupiter type planet with a 3 day orbital
period as observed with the VLT. It can be seen that the Detec-
tion Significance decreases as we move further from the correct
orbital semi-amplitude KReal. Also, the maximum value of the
Detection Significance occurs close to the correct orbital semi-
amplitude. This is in agreement with what we expected: for a
semi-amplitude close to the real value, the planet signals get
summed together, increasing the detection significance. For semi-
amplitudes where the minimising function was unable to fit a
Gaussian curve whose parameters are within our constrains, the
value of the detection significance was set to zero, which shows
as gaps in the plot.
cance of our detections, which will be lower than predicted
theoretically, and can be considered pessimistic5.
5 Although the systematics in the noise lead to pessimistic esti-
mates of the detection significance, we can safely assume that the
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Table 2. Results of simulations.
Planet Name KReal KDetected |KReal −KDetected| Detection Significance
ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES ESPRESSO HIRES
Prototypical Planetary Systems:
Jupiter (3 days) 147.54 148.14 – 0.60 – 15.4±0.3 –
Neptune (2 days) 168.99 168.89 168.09 0.10 0.90 4.4±0.3 5.9±0.2
Real Planetary Systems:
51 Peg b 133.77 131.87 134.87 1.90 1.10 5.2±0.3 24.6±0.4
55 Cnc e 225.30 226.60 223.80 0.80 1.50 2.7±0.2 4.9±0.1
The values in columns KReal, KDetected and |KReal −KDetected| are in km/s. The Detection Significance
in units of σnoise. For comparison, the expected values can be found on table 4.1.
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Figure 6. Results from simulations. In each panel, we can see the extracted planet CCF for each case (green diamonds), as well as the
best Gaussian fit (red line). In each case we were able to extract the planetary signal successfully and perform a significant detection.
The continuum of each CCF was normalised to 1 and the CCFs are not to scale with each other. (a) Neptune (VLT), Period = 2.0
days, S/N = 4.4; (b) Neptune (E-ELT), Period = 2.0 days, S/N = 5.9; (c) 51 Peg b (VLT), Period = 4.2 days, S/N = 5.2; (d) 51 Peg b
(E-ELT), Period = 4.2 days, S/N = 24.6; (e) 55 Cnc e (VLT), Period = 0.7 days, S/N = 2.7; (f) 55 Cnc e (E-ELT), Period = 0.7 days,
S/N = 4.9; (g) Jupiter (VLT), Period = 3.0 days, S/N = 15.4
As a side test we combined Equations 12 and 16 to
estimate the planet’s albedo from the recovered planetary
signal amplitude. In the cases where we had a significant
detection we got an albedo estimate 2-3 times smaller than
simulated. This result is in accordance with what has been
discussed in the previous paragraph about the influence of
systematics in the noise.
It is interesting to note that in all cases, and in spite of
the very different S/N on CCFstack, the semi-amplitude of
assumption of a generally optimistic albedo should help balancing
this effect.
the planet orbit is recovered with an associated error of the
order of a couple of percent (Fig. 5).
Furthermore, in the previous section we chose to deter-
mine the uncertainty on the stacked spectra CCFstack by
analyzing the spectra itself instead of deriving it theoreti-
cally; this is a conservative approach. However, measuring
the noise by calculating the standard deviation of the resid-
uals can lead to over-optimistic values when one is in the
presence of correlated noise. In particular, if the correlation
distance between the points is similar to that of the scale of
our signals, the detection will be far more difficult than in
the presence of white noise. This leads us to believe that,
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Figure 5. Plot of Kreal − Kdetected for each case of study.
The horizontal solid red line represents the ideal case, where
Kdetected = Kreal. It can be seen that in the cases where we
have a significant detection, the difference between the simulated
(Kreal) and detected (Kdetected) semi-amplitudes is inferior to
2%.
while widespread, using the standard deviation of the resid-
uals to measure the noise can artificially boost the signifi-
cance. This is also suggested by Fig. 4, in which we can see
that structures are detected with a significance larger than
3 sigma for an orbital semi-amplitude which is offset rela-
tive to KReal by several FWHM’s and should thus display
a non-detection.
Following this lead, we considered a different approach
for the calculation of the noise level. We computed, in
2× FWHM interval pixel interval, the peak-to-peak varia-
tion in flux in the continuum of CCFstack. We applied this
procedure to the CCFstack calculated for KReal value in or-
der to ensure we are measuring the peak-to-peak variations
which were created by artefacts and systematics and not the
diluted planetary signal. The average of these peak-to-peak
variations turned out to be roughly two to three times larger
than the noise as calculated in the previous section. This cal-
culus can be seen as a pessimistic view or worst-case-limit of
the noise analysis: if the correlated noise or artefact signal is
of much larger amplitude than the consecutive pixel-to-pixel
variations, the peak-to-peak variations will be the main ob-
stacle to the detection of the signal and thus the indicator
that should be considered. Yet, a much finer analysis can in
principle allow to distinguish a signal from the noise.
If we consider the noise to be three times larger than
previously assumed, the detections of the prototypical Nep-
tune and 55 Cnc e with both the VLT and E-ELT, as well
as 51 Peg b with the VLT, are no longer significant. How-
ever, we stress that this approach should be seen as an ad-
hoc pessimistic correction. It will depend on all factors that
can create a spurious signal or systematic, and cannot be
generalised easily. In fact, and as discussed previously, even
though we tried to do our simulations staying as close to ob-
served data as possible, it is likely that we introduced some
artefacts in our analysis. Once more, the take-away lesson is
that one should expect spectra and CCFs to contain arte-
facts which are 2-3 times larger than the noise as obtained
by back-of-the-envelope calculations.
One of the assumptions we are making is that the plan-
etary spectrum is an exact copy of the stellar one. Al-
though this is a simplification and the planetary spectrum
will surely have more spectral features, this assumption is
not expected to have a strong impact on the observations as
long as the stellar lines used in the mask are present in the
planetary spectrum, and not polluted by planetary lines.
In order to optimise a planet’s reflected light detection,
a careful selection of the time and date of our observations
in order to get the most favourable cases (e.g., between max-
imum elongation and the limit where the planet’s and star’s
CCFs merge) is required. Otherwise, we risk getting obser-
vations of the star + planet when the later is not facing us,
e.g. close to transit time, and therefore we will not be able
to recover its signal.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We simulated observations of prototypical planetary systems
(hot Jupiter and Neptune types with respectively 3 and 2
days orbital periods) and real planetary systems (51 Peg b
and 55 Cnc e) with both VLT (for all planetary systems) and
E-ELT (for all planetary systems except the hot Jupiter)
to test the possibility of detecting the planet’s reflected
light with next generation instruments (ESPRESSO@VLT
and HIRES@E-ELT). In these simulations, we were able to
to recover the planetary signals with a significance above
3σnoise (Jupiter with VLT: 15.4σnoise; Neptune with VLT:
4.4σnoise; Neptune with E-ELT: 5.9σnoise; 51 Peg b with
VLT: 5.2σnoise; 51 Peg b with E-ELT:24.6σnoise; 55 Cnc e
with the E-ELT: 4.9σnoise). This shows it is indeed possible
to detect a planets’s reflected light by using the Cross Cor-
relation Function as it allows us to operate in a much higher
signal-to-noise ratio domain, by a factor proportional to the
square root of the number of CCFs.
The simulation of the observations of 51 Peg b with the
VLT is particularly interesting, as it shows a clear detec-
tion for a real object with a current telescope, even if with
marginal significance. It is also interesting to note that we
were also able to recover the correct orbital semi-amplitude
with an associated error of the order of a couple of percent
(Fig. 4) for all scenarios.
In all simulations, we tried to simulate observations as
close to reality as possible, namely by avoiding the use to
artificial spectra. By doing this we intended to understand
how systematics present in real spectra affect the detection
of the planetary signal. This is particularly important as
these systematics add to the continuum noise and affect the
detection significance of the planet’s reflected light.
In an alternative and more pessimistic approach to the
noise evaluation, where instead of the standard deviation of
the continuum flux we consider a peak-to-peak variation in
the flux, resulting from these systematics, the noise variation
will be 2-3 times larger. Therefore, the detection significance
will decrease by the same factor, turning lower significance
detections like 51 Peg b with VLT or Neptune with VLT
into non-detections.
The arrival of new tools and technologies, e.g.
ESPRESSO@VLT and HIRES@E-ELT, will permit the col-
lection of spectra with the required S/N improvement, which
should in turn be accompanied by the reduction of the
aforementioned systematic features and errors. In particu-
lar, paramount to this objective are the larger dimensions
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of next-generation telescopes like ESO’s E-ELT, allowing for
the collection of an increased number of spectra on the same
period of time. This should allow for the detection the re-
flected light of smaller planets at longer period orbits with
increased precision, which in turn will permit the study of
planetary atmospheres with more detail.
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APPENDIX A: SIGNAL TO NOISE
TRANSFORMATION
One of the main concerns through this work was the cre-
ation of high S/N spectra in a realistic way and how each
operation transforms the S/N of these spectra. We review
these transformations here.
A common technique to increase the S/N of spectra is
the addition of multiple spectra. The principle is simple: the
signal being a constant in all spectra will add to itself, but
white noise will average out. Thus, for the sum of multiple
spectra, the S/N will be given by
S/N2sum =
∑
i
S/N2i (A1)
where S/Ni and S/Nsum are respectively the S/N of each
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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individual spectrum and of their sum. In the particular case
where all spectra have similar S/Ns, we can approximate
Equation A1 by:
S/Nsum =
√
N S/N (A2)
where N is the number of spectra we are summing and
S/N is the average S/N of each individual spectrum.
A completely different issue is the division of two spec-
tra. To verify that the division of two Poisson distributions
is still a Poisson distribution, we ran a series of Monte Carlo
simulations where we divided two Poisson distributions with
high S/N (S/N > 2000) by each other. For such high S/N,
and as expected, Poisson distributions are similar to Nor-
mal distribution with mean µ = λ and standard deviation
σ =
√
λ. Our Monte Carlo simulations showed that the re-
sulting distribution from the division would also be gaussian
with parameters σ and µ. Defining Z = X
Y
, being X and Y
two arbitrary normal random variables whose distributions
have parameters µX , σX , µY and σY , the error propagation
formula for measured quantities states that:
σZ
µZ
=
√(
σX
µX
)2
+
(
σY
µY
)2
(A3)
Since that for each of the variables X, Y and Z the signal-
to-noise ratio will be given by S/NX,Y,Z = µX,Y,Z/σX,Y,Z =√
µX,Y,Z and applying equation A3 to the division of a spec-
trum k by the star template (as performed in Sect. 3.3), the
resulting S/N for spectrum k (S/Nk,Normalized) is given by:
S/Nk,Normalized ≈
(√
S/N−2k + S/N
−2
Template
)−1
≈ S/Nk
(√
1 + 1
N
)−1
(A4)
where S/Nk and S/NTemplate are respectively the S/N of
spectrum k and of the star template. Furthermore, for a
high enough number of points in orbit/spectra (> 100), we
can safely assume that:
S/Nk,Normalized ≈ S/Nk (A5)
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Appendix B.
Some Statistics Concepts
In this chapter, we will present some basic concepts of statistics applied to spectral noise. Spectra
have noise from multiple sources, but in this discussion we will focus solely on random (statistical or
white) noise.
A more in depth study can be found in dedicated statistic books (e.g. Wall and Jenkins 2012).
B.1 SPECTRAL NOISE AS A POISSON DISTRIBUTION
The random noise of a star spectrum has a thermal nature and obeys a Bose-Einstein statistic
σn =
√
n
(
1 +
1
e
hν
KbT
−1
)−1
(B.1)
where n and σn are both the number of photons and the photon noise, h the Planck constant, KB the
Boltzmann constant, and T surface temperature of the object. In the optical, where hν  KT (i.e., the
Sun in the optical), the arrival of photons can be described by a Poisson distribution (e.g. Kitchin 2003)
as
σn =
√
n (B.2)
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Therefore, Poisson Statistics can be used to describe the behavior of stellar spectra. The Poisson
distribution is a statistical distribution that is defined by:
prob(n) =
µn
n!
e−µ (B.3)
where µ =
√
n is the expected value of the random variable n and whose standard deviation is given
by σn =
√
n = µ.
One of the most important properties of the Poisson distribution is its linearity, i.e., the sum of Poisson
distributions is still a Poisson statistics. A common application of this property is to increase the S/N of
spectra by co-adding them. The principle is simple: the signal being a constant in all spectra will add
to itself, but white noise will average out. Thus, for the sum of multiple spectra, the S/N will be given by
S/N2sum =
∑
i
S/N2i (B.4)
where S/Ni and S/Nsum are respectively the S/N of each individual spectrum and of their sum. In the
particular case where all spectra have similar S/N, we can approximate Equation B.4 by:
S/Nsum =
√
N S/N (B.5)
where N is the number of spectra we are summing and S/N is the average S/N of each individual
spectrum.
B.2 NOISE AS A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
For large values of µ, Poisson distributions can be approximated by a Gaussian (or normal) distribu-
tion with parameters mean = σ = λ
P (x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e
(x−µ)2
2σ2 (B.6)
One of the properties of Gaussian distributions that interests us is that the ratio of two Gaussian
distributions is still a Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, the high S/N domain where we are working, CCF noise can be described by a Normal
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distribution. This was useful when we normalized the CCFs of our observations by the stellar template
in Chapter 5, as we can assume safely that we are dividing two Gaussian distributions and that the
result is still Gaussian.
Defining Z = X
Y
, being X and Y two arbitrary normal random variables whose distributions have
parameters µX , σX , µY and σY , the error propagation formula for measured quantities states that:
σZ
µZ
=
√(
σX
µX
)2
+
(
σY
µY
)2
(B.7)
Since that for each of the variables X, Y and Z the signal-to-noise ratio will be given by S/NX,Y,Z =
µX,Y,Z/σX,Y,Z =
√
µX,Y,Z and applying equation B.7 to the division of a spectrum k by the star template,
the resulting S/N for spectrum k (S/Nk,Normalized) is given by:
S/Nk,Normalized ≈
(√
S/N−2k + S/N
−2
Template
)−1
≈ S/Nk
(√
1 + 1
N
)−1 (B.8)
where S/Nk and S/NTemplate are respectively the S/N of spectrum k and of the star template. Further-
more, for a high enough number of points in orbit/spectra (> 100), we can safely assume that:
S/Nk,Normalized ≈ S/Nk (B.9)
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